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Viola and the Passing of the Ghost Train 

Jonathan Bellot 

 

I still can’t hear any damn train Violet Closebloom whose real name was Viola 

Cosbum said to Émile Erhard with a flail of her arms and reddening eyes under the 

blue swath of moon for they had gone to the beach to make love and hear the famous 

ghostly train that had become famous when the prime minister suddenly became able 

to hear it and soon everyone in the world or at least everyone on the island could hear 

it everyone but Violet Closebloom and it made her want to run across the wave crests 

tugging at her hair like a trichotillomaniac gorgon because Émile the asshole could 

see it and he was pointing with the still eyes of someone witnessing the impossible or 

as he’d said There it is look I can see it on the water Vy-vy can you see it I dunno if 

I’m going mad hey are you okay well obviously she wasn’t because they hadn’t been 

able to make love much less both see phantasmal locomotives because the goddamn 

crabs had come up from their holes in the sand and from under the sea-grape trees 

first one crab then two crabs then seven had come and it shouldn’t have been much 

more than annoyance because they were soldier crabs in teeny wizard hats of shells 

but Violet had screamed when she saw them and tried to move but Émile must have 

thought he was simply doing the job better than usual because he pulled her back to 

him and kissed her nape right where she’d tied her hair up like a geisha and by then 

the crabs were swarming over her legs and she was kicking and shrieking and Émile 

still had no idea what was going on but that snake oil he’d bought from his brother 

who had bought it from a Carib obeah man must have really had all the aphrodisiacal 

excellence it had promised in a post-it label on the bottle and the more she cried out 

the better he felt until she told him to stop but by then her cries had drawn the 

attention of the great crabs beneath the sand and they’d had to evacuate as an exodus 

of red crustaceans with claws the size of coconuts had scuttled toward them like 

primeval spiders and after running down the beach with Violet wrapped in their towel 

and Émile clutching his genitals they sat breathless on a dune under the moon and it 

was then Émile saw the train oh that damn train well you see there had only been one 

railway on the island of Asphodel and it was now a rusty guano-slicked stop on 

pamphleted island tours after all it had only operated from 1910 to 1913 by the Rum 

& Cane Corporation Ltd so when people began going on about hearing the horns and 

chug-hissss-chug-chug-hissss of a great locomotive going by no one knew if those 

hearing the train were mad or if there were something demonic going on of course the 

priests of the island were called in but they dismissed it as superstition of all things 

and it became another island legend like the legends all places even space stations and 

MMO communities have man you should have seen the prime minister he would put a 

hand to his ear at the end of some of his speeches to pretend he heard it and people 

would laugh which was good because everything he said was unfunny but nonetheless 

in recent months there had been a resurgence of interest in the legend because Father 

Dolt who was at least a century old claimed he had heard it himself and that it was no 

mere locomotive but a heavenly train in every sense of the word but only the 

spiritually privileged the elite could hear it and suddenly of course the prime minister 

could describe clearly each sound it made while the rest of the crowd struggled to 

hear and Violet cringed whenever she saw her coworkers at the coconut products 
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factory putting hands to their ears So crude she would mutter So crude because Violet 

my gentle flower wanted so much to get the hell out of Asphodel and go to America 

maybe even Europe and yet she was stuck in a factory making fucking coconut soap 

and coconut cream the latter of which was actually good for fucking but regardless it 

was so insulting to her to have to live where she did which was the second floor of a 

three-floor rectangle of a building as gray and tall as a forgotten man’s epitaph it was 

all Violet and her mother a woman with a face wrinkled like a banyan and gentle eyes 

could afford and Violet could not hate her mother but she seemed to hate her anyway 

Violet hated such unpunctuated confinement hated living in a place where no one was 

open to anything from abroad unless it was from another Caribbean island though she 

had to admit the men were good at sex but she kept telling herself she would never go 

back to having sex with locals and then she’d found Émile who’d come from a French 

island but had been born in Treasure Island Florida and he was the smallest man she 

had ever been with and boy did he ever drone on and on in unending sentences but she 

simply retreated into herself as she had learnt to do being an only child a tactic that 

Émile could not argue about because she employed it even in arguments but he stayed 

with her he said she was the most beautiful woman in all the islands he’d lived in she 

was so light-skinned that she saw herself as a true foreigner in the mirror and that 

made her smile except her hair when unprocessed was a mass of dark springs and her 

lips and hips were so full and that drove Émile wild or so he claimed but she wanted 

to reduce both lips and hips also she’d made her hair straight as a Japanese woman’s 

at almost all times she could not be alone with herself too long though but had to be a 

one-girl parade and anyway if she was alone too too much even with her mother 

Violet would start to hear the chilling flap of invisible wings so she would stick to 

others and Émile had said he would go back to Treasure Island one day when he got 

the money he was in Asphodel now because he had too much family here and while 

Violet thought that made no sense she waited and saved up none of her own money 

because it had to go towards keeping herself from looking like anything but difference 

in fact she even had to make extra money by giving her ex-boyfriends bedroom time 

when clueless Émile was off somewhere Why can’t you go somewhere with a name 

like that she’d said A name like what he’d replied with his umber face crinkling and 

she’d rejoined Forget it you’re just as in love with here as everyone else but all in all 

things had been going pretty well really supercalifragilisticexpialidociously I’d say or 

at least until everything had all gone downhill which was when Émile became able to 

sense the train like everyone else and soon Violet was the only one who could not 

hear or see it even little schoolchildren on the bus she took to work as they had no car 

were talking all about spectral obeah trains filled with Raphael cherubs with flapping 

wings and Violet had no one to hang around with except her boyfriend and ex-

boyfriends oh how she hated herself for not being able to sense the train after that 

piece of shit Émile had been able to sense it for an entire week and I think she just 

wanted to prove to him and everyone that it was shit all a bunch of defecation they 

were getting excited about if the train even existed and you know what she thought it 

was probably just the typical mass hysteria of such people but anyway she had 

decided to combine a chance to see the train with sex on the beach and oh romantic 

sweetie Émile had brought a lovely French-looking blanket in the colors of the elusive 

Waldo and how wonderful the moonlight was it was like being on a distant island like 

Capri maybe oh fuck but then things had gone badly litotes and now the train was 
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going across the water but Violet could neither see nor hear anything and in that 

moment she felt absolutely insane so she decided to really run across the water and 

she ran out far hahahaha she was going like Jesus or maybe like Mary Magdalene and 

then the next thing she knew she was on her back on the beach with a great sea urchin 

sticking out of her left foot and Émile was cradling her head and yelling at her Oh my 

God you stupid idiot why would you do that I’m sorry I love you I’m calling for help I 

think seawater helps let me put some on the cut and maybe it was the thing sticking 

out of her was it real but Violet knew then it didn’t matter if she ever saw the train 

through a tear in her chrysalis for she’d been running toward a ghost and what she did 

know was that, be it because of the thing in her or something else, she saw that there 

was nothing around her but dark, and she heard a faint sound, like harp strings on 

wind. 

It was an empty sound, the sound of a great unfilled world.  

Dry, cool, dustlike – like the voice not of elegant Death but of Her little 

brother, a thing with no shadow. A connection she simply saw in her mind. 

It was pretty to Violet somehow. 

She blinked, and it occurred to her suddenly that there had never been a train 

to anyone but herself, and that the one with that sad empty voice was its conductor. A 

key, it seemed somehow, to life, a little oddity that would allow her to stand and 

spread herself far, wherever she was, to never be confined again. 

She realised after a moment she was stroking her chest like a stringed 

instrument.  

Oh, she thought. Um.  

And then she knew no more for a while, but it was just as well, for she 

wouldn’t have wanted to know anything more than that, and I don’t think she was 

ready for me to come myself just yet. 
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A Signature 

 – In Blood –  

Based on a true story 

Chalsey Dooley 

 

Like waking from a dream, his remembrance of childhood difficulties faded, locked 

where young children’s memories are kept as they awake with growth and maturity.  

Carl was a strong middle-aged man. After hiking and climbing for an hour, he 

had at last reached the spot depicted in the photograph. He looked carefully at it. It 

was of a young woman sitting on a rock atop a mountain at a sunset. This was no 

ordinary mountain. It was deep in the ancient Rock City of Petra. Countless tourists 

visit each year to take in the unusual sights and setting. But this late in the day, at the 

highest point of the city, it was quiet. Carl settled on the very rock his parents had. 

He’d made it in time before the sunset began its panoramic painting on the sky’s 

canvas. He needed to be alone just now. It was a sacred moment.  

Hoping to find relief for his grieving heart, he pulled out the cherished jar. A 

tear attempted to fall, but was quickly danced away in the wind – along with the 

precious ashes he tipped out. Fond memories flooded his mind.  

Carl clenched in his hands the torn out pages from his mother’s old diary. Her 

story had been his reason for coming here. He’d wanted to see it for himself. Unsure 

of whether or not to believe what she’d written, he read over it again. It intrigued him. 

And he wanted to feel her near once again. 

 

* * * 

 

I leapt out of bed to the startling sound of a child’s scream. It wasn’t the first time, nor 

was it to be the last. The agony, the mystery, the gripping pain that summoned all my 

sinew in the pre-dawn hours. Like trying to stop a phantom ghost in a dark room, 

there was little that could be done to rid our lives of these torturous attacks.  

I couldn’t stop my son’s crying. I attempted to hold him as he writhed in pain 

on his bed. It was a nightly struggle – sometimes lasting a minute, sometimes an hour. 

The cause was unknown; the cure escaped us. The best the doctor could do was 

instruct us to merely try what worked. How many more of these emotion-wrenching 

moments my motherly heart could survive, I didn’t know. Night and day I was 

devoted to giving my young son the best, and discovering the cure for his ailment as 

soon as was humanly possible.  

Telling him stories was the most effective way to cope. As the bout was 

subsiding, and the sun began to rise I chose on that day to tell him of the mysterious 

Rock City of Petra, where my husband and I had our honeymoon. There was little of 

that memorable time that I could share with my three-year-old, apart from a few 

points of humour and geographical interest. However my memory takes me back now 

to the full experience. 

The Flower Hotel holds a unique memory of its own. The name scarcely 

resembles the reality of the accommodation. The air was thick with the feeling that we 

were not alone. It seemed the ancient dwellers from millennia past haunted the area 

yet. I tried to brush off the feeling while setting down my bags in the room. 
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 Already edgy, I squealed as an unexpected guest ran across the room, out of 

sight, out of reach. ‘Perhaps the lizard will help to lessen the mosquitoes ...’ I was 

straining for something to calm my senses.  

‘There won’t be any hot water ... nor breakfast served ...?’ My husband was on 

the phone to reception. The lone hotel manager declared a vacation of sorts, blaming 

‘The holy month of Ramadan’ for the lack of service.  

The bathroom appeared to have been well used, and that more recently than 

any maid servicing. The delicate curled remains patterning the floor demonstrated the 

fact clearly. 

The sheets seemed clean, but the air uncomfortable. I always was rather 

sensitive in that way – feeling what didn’t meet the eye in the physical. I slept lightly.  

After warding off relentless humming pests, we made it through the night. But 

as the light peered into the room, what I saw on my pillow gave me no relief. The 

eerie atmosphere seemed to envelop me. I froze slightly.  

My initial thought was, ‘Whatever or whoever is haunting this room has left 

their signature on the white pillowcase!’ I tried to brush off the unsettled feeling with 

a quick mental explanation, ‘I must have smudged a mozzy in the night, in my sleep.’  

I didn’t want anything to mar our time together in this exotic place, as we took 

the first steps of our marriage. I wanted to be happy and relaxed. I reminded myself to 

be just that. I was married – finally. I was on honeymoon. Soon we would be off 

hiking where I had long wanted to explore – the ancient Rock City of Petra! Think 

happy thoughts! I tried the best I could. 

The day started out crisp, but not for long. As our trek began I donned a native 

head covering to shield me from the strong Middle Eastern sun that relentlessly 

burned down.  

We walked down a narrow passageway – a split between two tall, towering 

sheer rocky walls. There was no other way in. The safety and security of the city in 

times past depended on guarding this narrow entrance.  

Soon the city’s unique design began to come into clear view. This city was 

one of the most spectacular ancient dwelling places I’ve ever seen. There were cave-

like rooms and large temple-sized buildings carved out of the rocks, surrounded by 

stark formations and geographical design. Remains of delicately carved pillars 

showed both the artistic talent of a bygone people, and gave a pictured glimpse into 

times past. There was more to be seen than could be fully observed and studied in one 

day. It felt like a trip back in time as we made our way along the wide path, as if a 

mere veil of time passage was shrouding our ability to see and hear its former 

occupants from long ago. One could almost feel their presence yet.  

The hot sun burned down. Discretely we drank water, since it’s against the 

customs of the land to have even a sip during the daylight hours at this time of their 

year. It was the holy month of Ramadan, during which they fast food and water for 

religious reasons, till sundown. For lunch we sat out of sight in the remaining ruins of 

some former building structure.  

We walked on and soon began our hike up the rocky rough pathway up the 

mountain. Besides seeing all that could be seen, our plan was to reach a certain point 

before sundown. Wanting to please, I went along with my husband’s wish to watch a 

spectacular sunset from atop the highest part of the Rock City of Petra, overlooking a 

vast valley. If I had known what it would have meant later on, I may have thought 
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more about it, and perhaps objected.  

With a race against the sun we made our way up as quickly as possible to the 

summit. The path was made of rough, natural rocky steps. As vigorous a climb as it 

was, we couldn’t linger, giving place to fatigue. We powered on and reached the top 

in perfect timing. I think my husband enjoyed the view more than I did. The sheer 

cliff overlooking the breathtaking abyss wasn’t completely comfortable. But in its 

own way it was exhilarating. The perfect rock was chosen to pose on and photograph 

the experience. 

With pictures taken in the chosen locale, and the sun sinking fast into the 

horizon, we made a dash for it. We had to get down the rocky and precarious pathway 

before dark. Thankfully we made it safely down just in time, to the wide and long 

pathway leading out. But the adventure wasn’t over. 

In the light of day, it could be a brisk fifteen minutes return walk. But in the 

pitch dark, it seemed to take forever. You’ve never known blackness, thick darkness, 

till you’ve been far away from any city lights, surrounded by tall sheer natural rock 

walls that block out even what faint starlight could have lit your way.  

Without a flashlight, nor as much as a stick, we held onto each other and took 

one small step at a time, hoping to make it safely to the end before too long.  

There are natives that live in the area, taking up residence in some of the rock-

carved places. We suppressed the fear that tried to grip us, reminding us how totally 

defenceless we were – to man or beast. We sang every song we could think of. 

Occasionally we looked above to see the overhead ribbon of starry sky that wasn’t 

blocked by the towering rocky sides of this pathway. It was our only guide to show 

the way to go.  

Our confidence took a blow when we suddenly noticed a group of men sitting 

silently in the pitch dark, right where we needed to pass. We trembled, and held hands 

tightly. Their presence was known to us only when we suddenly heard them try to 

hush us, and light their cigarette lighters to see who was passing by. We can only 

imagine it was some type of spiritual experience they were attempting to have. We 

held our breath as we kept walking, wondering if this was to be our last moment. 

Nothing untoward happened. With relief we continued our whispered singing, once 

far enough down the pathway.  

Then at last! Ah, light never looked so good. The dim street light at the end of 

the tunnel-like pathway looked nearly ethereal. We had made it, alive and safe. We 

felt greatly relieved.  

Somehow that experience almost felt like a message or prelude to our 

marriage and our future life together. It was as if that experience was saying to us: 

Things won’t always be easy, you may not see clearly what to do all the time, you 

might just have to take one step at a time, but just keep holding on to each other, and 

keep looking up. You’ll make it.  

I didn’t mind the hotel room as much that night. We were safe. After braving 

the freezing shower in the cool night air, I slept well from the long tiring day. 

I wouldn’t have thought too much more about it, as the years went on. But 

what happened next is inexplicable. In a chilling way it reminded me of the dusty 

book on my grandfather’s shelf that seemed to come to life when I dove into its pages. 

Perhaps it was more than a book. Perhaps it was an experience, a reality, and had 

returned to haunt me.  
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When young I would curl up by the fireplace and read my favourite parts 

again and again. It told of love and hate, of princes and princesses, of villains and of a 

hero, who defended his ladylove, to the death.  

 

Screams and ugly taunts called to the princess from the shadows. 

Hideous creatures slithered, lurched and lunged at her. Fangs and 

venom flashed in her view with every bolt of lightning. She had to make 

it back. The castle on the hill seemed so far away; the night so long 

and dark. All she held was one sword. Using it deftly it seemed to take 

on a life of its own. Those after her, were forced back.  

She could see the prince ahead, faintly, as the moon cast his 

shadow on the pathway in front of her. He knew the way, and had 

walked it before. He had the confidence of a conqueror.  

One foul claw grabbed suddenly out of the mire and caught 

hold of the princess’ dress, attempting to drag her into the slime; in a 

moment of panic she dropped the sword and screamed out. In an 

instant, all that remained to be seen of the beast was the claw that 

dared to harm her. The warrior prince had moved quickly. 

‘With dress torn, wounds bleeding, she trembled and wept in 

gratitude. The prince picked her up, and carried her the last stretch till 

they had arrived at the castle. He kissed her and said: 

‘I told you I’d return.’  

She nodded. Remembering well that terrible night, when he had 

been surrounded by those very beasts that nearly took her life. They 

taunted, beat, and seemed to kill her valiant prince. As she saw the 

blood flowing from her dying hero, she was beyond despair.  

She was to marry him. And he was to rid the realm of all who 

sought her life. Without him she was now prey to unrestrained horror. 

Echoing her soul-wracking cry, came the evil laughter of the beasts. 

‘She’s ours now,’ they said with delight, drooling at the thought of 

victory. 

Springing to his feet, as if finding a second life, he told her the 

way to escape, and promised to defend her should anything befall her. 

Swiftly she began her trek to the refuge of the castle. And after all that 

had happened, now together, they had made it. 

 

It seemed more than a story. Was the castle real? Perhaps I was the princess or would 

be one day, I fantasised. Should villains attempt to capture me, I hoped to be rescued 

valiantly. My young mind would dream of a wonderful life with a perfect prince. But 

what type of life would unfold for me? And would I have a hero to defend and rescue 

me?  

The clock of life ticked on. I grew up, married and started a family. I have an 

enviable life in many respects. Even the toughest moments in a day could seem like 

yearned-for bliss to those who have little or nothing. But regardless of state or fortune, 

life works its magic on us all, and to-the-man, at times we all can feel we’re tackling 

or enduring things that take us to our limit, and perhaps a bit beyond. None are 

exempt from growth or heartache, from sorrow or pain, from loss or loneliness, from 
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health struggles or accidents, or from being handicapped in some way – physically, 

mentally, socially, financially, health wise or whatnot. My life is no exception. 

 

 

I finished my short version of the humorous and educational aspects of my story about 

our trip to the Rock City of Petra while telling it to my child, now pulling out of one 

of his early morning bouts. I told of the funny lizard in the room, houses carved out of 

rock, of a pretty sunset, and the beautiful stars at night. I kept everything very light 

and upbeat. I was trying to cheer him up after all. He liked knowing about us, his 

parents, and about interesting places to explore.  

Grateful his pains had fully subsided, it was time for us to rise. The day now 

upon us, there was plenty to do. With my toddler also now awake, there were children 

to dress, beds to make, a breakfast to cook, laundry to wash, and on the list went. 

Good sleep or not, I had to be up and running, and giving the young children my best. 

The race of the day was on, to give the best care possible, and hope that it would 

improve the following night’s sleep. There was always a chance, a hope, that things 

could improve; that the solution could be discovered, if I tried hard enough.  

But I was oh so alone. The doctor, the dietician, my husband, my friends, my 

parents – no one knew what would alleviate the troubles. Since the bouts struck at 

night, I was the sole soldier at the battlefront, and face to face with, exactly what, I 

didn’t know. I was as good as told, by some, that it was my imagination. ‘The 

children are fine! What are you talking about?’ friends would say. 

 I cried so many bitter tears. The aching lonesomeness was nearly as painful as 

dealing with the condition itself. I wrestled it day and night, convinced I was the only 

one who felt the relentless scourge of the mysterious battle that my oldest, and then 

my second child as well were struggling though. However, I was proved wrong that 

morning. Nothing was farther than the truth. I wasn’t alone.  

Something inexplicable caught my attention while tidying up the room. I 

looked over at the wall next to my bed – the place I wished I could have been warmly, 

comfortably sleeping in till morning. Instead of wrestling for relief with my brave 

son.  

There it was again – this time on the white wall. The same signature that had 

been on my pillow that morning in the Flower Hotel. Sure, I tried to tell myself at that 

time that it was nothing but a mosquito smudge. But I never really convinced myself. 

I’ve lived in the tropics, and I have struck too many mozzies to count. Never once did 

the scarlet remains shape a finely written letter of the alphabet. I knew better than 

that.  

I looked closely at the wall. I was speechless. Coincidence indeed, after 

recounting parts of the story to my son that very morning, to see it again: the 

unmistakable letter, ‘Z’ written in blood. And this time with the sword of Zorro drawn 

likewise beside it. It was a delicate signature and symbol, as clearly identifiable as it 

was mysterious.  

This time, rather than feeling fear, a hint of an amused yet puzzled smile 

played on my face. Then followed a flood of tears. I felt a warm comforting feeling. I 

wasn’t alone fighting the countless, heroic battles that all mothers do. Perhaps I was 

being watched over. Perhaps I had a personal ‘Zorro’ who cared for me. I felt 

renewed strength.  
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 As I went to sleep that night I felt reassured. The reminder on the wall next to 

me was what I needed. No, I didn’t have that longed for serene night. The situation 

didn’t change. My children’s pains continued to startle us from sleep and torture my 

emotions for the next two years. But I felt a new surge of strength. I could cope. We 

were going to make it through, and in time, when the time was right, find consistent 

relief. 

 

I sit here now today. A couple years have passed. Solutions have been found. My 

children now, thank heaven, sleep peacefully through the night. Though time has gone 

by, the fortitude that the experience imparted to me still strengthens me, as I tackle 

each new challenge of life. I hold on to the memory that a ‘Zorro’ stepped through the 

laws of physics to let me know he was with me. He had returned, as the story 

promised.  

 

* * * 

 

Carl paused the reading. He didn’t have much time as the daylight was fading fast. He 

tucked the diary pages away and began his quick descent down the rocky steps.  

He missed his mother, but comforted himself with a thought and half a 

chuckle. ‘I guess it’s just that she made it to the castle.’  

With his large flashlight Carl lit the pathway and made it swiftly down the 

mountain. Stopping under the street light, as he reached the end of the trail, he read 

the last portion. He needed his mother’s reassurance. His life had twists, turns, and 

new challenges of its own. 

His mother’s entry concluded: ‘The next time trauma shakes our serenity – 

with pain, illness, fear, bitter loneliness, catastrophe, loss – I’ll remember my hero, to 

whom these feelings were no stranger. We’ll make it.’ 

Joining him now in the dim light was a strong-hearted and beautiful woman – 

his wife, and their son. Together they pushed the wheelchair back to the hotel. Carl 

put his arm around her, and patted his son’s shoulder. As if reading his mind, his wife 

whispered, ‘We’ll make it.’ 

He knew they would.  
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Will Martin 

Catherine McKinnon 

I tell this tale. Hold nothing back. Not the smallest thought. Nor the unseemly 

misdeed. What I tell is very like the time. Me, a few years younger, with a keen eye, 

but still with mush between the ears.  

It’s Thursday, the twenty-fourth of March, the year 1796. This is the day that we 

embark on our second Tom Thumb sail. We’re charged with discovering where the 

deep river that the pilot Hacking has eyed inland, flows out to sea. He’s guessed south 

of Botany Bay, near Cape Banks. The Lieutenant and Mr Bass say, if we find it, our 

names will be shiny buttons on English coats. 

My oar stabs the side of the Reliance. We push off and pull away from the ship. 

Venus is out but the sky still has some light. Mr Bass and I boat the oars and hoist 

sail. The Lieutenant takes the helm. Tom Thumb’s sail snaps at the breeze and air-

filled we bounce across the water. 

‘To dare is to do!’ Mr Bass shouts our motto. 

‘To dare is to do!’ the Lieutenant and I reply. 

Seawater sprays across the gunwale. We sail past stony Pinchgut. A man or 

woman, I cannot tell, stands on the shore. I see a hand rise to wave. Or is it a trick of 

the eye? Only the wicked are left there. No one on Garden Island. The ships moored 

in the harbour soon disappear. Larboard and starboard, only darkened forest. Indian 

fires glimmer between skeleton trees. 

 Our first Tom Thumb was seized—why and wherefore is another tale—but 

good Mr Paine has clinker built a new Thumb with steamed frames of spotted gum, 

red cedar planks, and shiny copper fittings. We’re kitted with a mast of flooded gum, 

a linen lugsail, a sweep sail and well-crafted oars. Less than twelve foot so a small 

boat to sail in. There’s no anchor spare in the colony. Our anchor is a lump of rock 

that the sea has speared a hole through and under Mr Bass’s instruction I’ve threaded 

it with thick rope. We’ve only two muskets to contest pirates or cannibals, supplies 

for ten days, no more, and the danger is great. The Governor himself tried to dissuade 

us from the journey.  

‘The risk of young lives lost, with so much yet to give, outweighs the cause,’ 

he said. 

Mr Bass spoke for us all. ‘Sir,’ he said. ‘Audere est facere.’ 

The water melts into the night sky. Mr Bass tips his head to stargaze. He is 

almost as long as Thumb. The Lieutenant sits, one hand on his knee, as he reads the 

wind. I button my jacket against the cold. I see the beacon flaming on South Head. 

The water goes, slap, slap, against the side of Thumb. Slap, slap, to dare is to do. 

Near Shark Bay the wind drops. Mr Bass and I get upon the oars and pull to 

the shore. I jump from Thumb. The surf foams and spits as we haul our boat up onto 

the sand.  

Mr Bass and the Lieutenant stand on the beach and shake hands.  

‘Mr Bass, congratulations.’ 

‘Lieutenant Flinders, congratulations.’ 
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They are pleased to have nine days exploring, with no pipe whistling when to 

wake, eat, and sleep.  

A massive rock looms to one side. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant take off and 

become inky shapes climbing to the top. I spin on the sand. Only now is the creak and 

cramp of the Reliance forgot. The dark sea is furrowed by starlight. Behind, tall 

eucalypts stand like bark-coated marines guarding the beach, their leaves, tangled 

buttons tinted by the moon.  

‘Will, bring me my red waistcoat,’ Mr Bass calls. 

  Yesterday he gave Hoary Bogarty a bottle for it. Hoary Bogarty won it in 

cards from a convict, who’d won it at dice from a marine. I fetch the waistcoat and 

scale the rock to where they stand. For a tick-tock they slip into their Lincolnshire 

thees and thous, like Quakers at prayer – think thee, Mr Bass, won’t thou, Lieutenant 

– as though our arrival needs marking. Then prayers are over and Mr Bass tears at a 

branch to swat mosquitoes.  

   The Lieutenant has lost his customary droop and the change is not the trip 

alone but also Mr Bass’s doing. Many times, on the Reliance, I’ve been below deck 

and have spied how the Lieutenant, on hearing Mr Bass’s boot above, will down pen 

and hurry to greet his friend. On deck, as they pace, the Lieutenant’s cheeks begin to 

shine, as though Mr Bass himself has brought the sun into the day.  

The two sit on the rock talking of the Governor’s latest Tank Stream orders, 

while I go about collecting wood. In the first order, the Governor forbid the pulling 

down of palings or the keeping of pigs near the stream, it being the only fresh water 

Sydney has and now badly tainted. But all disobeyed that command. The worst 

offenders? The marines that have huts along the stream. So the Governor put out a 

second order saying that when he gives an order he expects it to be obeyed! 

If I were the Governor I’d have the marines whipped. I venture this to Mr Bass 

but the Lieutenant says no, the marines are boorish and wield a new sort of power, 

whipping would only cause them to rise in revolt.  

I set a fire on a flat rock that has a view of the bay. We supped before 

embarking, and, as we intend to sail before sunrise, I stretch out to nap, but with the 

sea splash, frog croak and insect buzz, napping is all pretence. Mr Bass and the 

Lieutenant sit fireside, drink medicinal beverage and argue the politic.  

‘You take too many risks, mingling with seditionists,’ the Lieutenant says. 

Mr Bass pokes at the coals. ‘A risk only for the lily-livered who hang on 

public opinion.’ 

The Lieutenant pays the jibe no heed. ‘You made a show by attending 

Gerrald’s funeral.’  

 ‘Never a show to grieve a death,’ snaps Mr Bass. 

I’m with the Lieutenant, for I did not weep at Mr Gerrald’s death. In the 

months before his passing, he’d often detain Mr Bass and me at his house, for hour 

after hour, giving speeches about universal manhood suffrage. Mr Bass was there to 

treat him, and this a kindly act, because Balmain, the colony’s surgeon, refused to 

medicate a seditionist. But the upshot of Mr Gerrald’s universal manhood suffrage 

was that more men should be like him and to my mind we had enough drunks in 

Sydney Cove as it was. 

Mr Bass and the Lieutenant get as noisy as convicts at rut-time but when their 

beverage has spiked their drowsiness, they lie down and snore. I, flat on my back on 
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hard rock, eye the winking sky and listen to the night. Swish, swash, swish, swash. 

The sea never stops with its caress of the earth. On land, old-bone branches crack and 

crash. This place is an upturn of the natural world, each step, new and old together.  

 

The next morn it’s Mr Bass who wakes me. An owl hoots: yow, yow, yow, yow, yow, 

yow. I sand the fire and scramble down to help haul Thumb to the shallows. It’s dark 

but the moon is our guide. We shove off and jump in, wet feet slapping wood. My 

eyes don’t want to stay open but they must.  

Mr Bass and I pull out of the bay, then hoist sail. The air is cool. Thumb skips 

over black water and through the twin heads of land to the ocean. The South Head 

burner is still flickering. A lone red coat will be tending but I see no one. 

Through the heads and the breeze drops, paddles us along until dawn, then 

departs. The sun peeks over the edge of a grey-blue sea. Miles of watery dunes. Mr 

Bass and I set to the oars – splish, splash, splish, splash – the never-ending of it. I 

know now why sailors say the splash of wood in water is a mariner’s dirge.  

Mr Bass and I pull at an even pace. The Lieutenant sits at the helm, eyeing the 

coastline. Behind him, the English flag is limp. Seabirds fly overhead, black fringes 

sailing from their heads, flags for their kind. They look down on us – carrik, carrik – 

and head for land. The Lieutenant’s eyes narrow as he flashes his timepiece and 

compass, scribbling calculations in a book that he keeps wrapped in seal hide. Mr 

Bass and I are hour hands of a clock, slow and steady, the Lieutenant, the seconds 

darting by.  

The sun fires so hot it is dog days, even though it is March. My arms shake like a fish 

on a hook. At Mr Bass’s nod we boat the oars. 

 ‘Water,’ he commands. 

 I ferret the barica from beneath the thwart. Mr Bass sits side on, fills his cup 

from the barrel, and leans back to drink. In a tick-tock water spurts from his mouth.  

‘Blasted spoiled!’ he shouts. 

The Lieutenant reaches forward, snatches the cup and sips. He too spits it out, 

then turns to me. 

‘Will, you’ve put this water in a wine barrel!’  

I feel a rush of heat and curse Bogarty and his ruddy head, for water held in a 

wine barica is quickly poisoned. The Lieutenant eyes me and sighs, thinking, no 

doubt, that his brother would not make such a blunder. Samuel is not a clot but he 

whines like one. I was chosen for the sail over him, thanks to Mr Bass’s stubbornness.  

‘Will is as strong as a man,’ Mr Bass had argued.  

‘I saw no evidence at Georges River,’ the Lieutenant said, referring to our first 

Tom Thumb sail. 

‘Were you looking?’ asked Mr Bass, offended on my behalf.  

He stayed firm and the Lieutenant gave way.  

But to be without water is grim. I press my toes into the wood to press away 

the horror of my mistake. Mr Bass scratches at his neck.  

Bogarty, yesterday morn, was as slow as a wet whistle, because his hip was 

playing up and because of his rotten head, which, he said, was not due to drink, as I 

suggested, but caused by my mouth going pell-mell. I took the barica from his store 

without my usual look-to. The error is mine. Check and re-check all your tasks is 

what Mr Bass instructed at Portsmouth. One substance should never taint another. 
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Medicines must be stored with care. It’s a sin to lose a life through recklessness. This 

is what he says, over and over. I burn with shame and hear the creak of Thumb above 

the slap of the sea.  

Then I remember Mr Palmer’s gift. ‘Keep safe young friend,’ he’d said, 

handing over melons newly plucked from his garden. (Mr Palmer, like Mr Gerrald, 

was transported for his belief in manhood suffrage, only from Palmer’s mouth the 

term is reasoned.) I scramble to the bow to fetch a melon. Mr Bass eyes me with 

relief. 

‘We’ll search out a stream when we land,’ he says, turning to the Lieutenant. 

‘It’s that fool Bogarty we should punish. The old goat sniffs rum from ten rods away, 

surely he has the nose for a wine barica.’  

I lay the melon on the thwart. Mr Bass slips his blade along the thick skin, 

careful as he splits it not to lose any juice. He quarters the melon and we sit in the 

heat, sucking the moist flesh. Mr Bass recommends we chew the seeds. He fills his 

cup with the poisoned water, splashes the contents over his head and shouts, ‘To dare 

is to do!’ This is how he lifts the mood. He fills it again, hands it to the Lieutenant, 

who does the same. I take off my hat, pour the spoilt water over my bare head and feel 

less sore about my mistake. But when I glance at the Lieutenant I know he has not 

forgot. The Lieutenant stores a secret ledger in his memory. Each person has two 

columns, for and against, and the Lieutenant always knows where a person is placed. 

It’s not surprising to hear him tell, in bitter words and months after the event, of some 

small injustice he has suffered at the hands of another.  

‘Mind, give that barica a good scrub before we fill it,’ Mr Bass whispers as we 

start to pull. 

Mr Bass doesn’t keep ledgers but he does take measure of his fellow man. 

How he does it? In his mind, he begins to draw a portrait of a particular fellow and at 

every meeting he shades the portrait one way, then another. It might take several 

meetings for a full colouring, but once a portrait is complete, Mr Bass sticks to his 

opinion. The Lieutenant is more precise and, for good or bad, the ledger is always 

open. I eye my own name in that ledger. My against column is nearly full up.  

 

We pull southward with the sun overhead. The sail flaps. We set taut the line to catch 

the breeze from south-south-east and steer for shore. We skim across the waves.  

‘We’re sailing at three knots,’ calls the Lieutenant, pleased with Thumb’s 

pace. 

Mr Bass is at the helm. ‘Is that Cape Banks?’  

The Lieutenant peers toward land. ‘Looks like Hat Hill!’  

‘Can’t be,’ Mr Bass replies. ‘Hat Hill is fifteen leagues from Port Jackson.’  

Cape Banks, the mark of our destination, is a far shorter distance.  

Mr Bass leans forward. ‘Surely we’ve not sailed that far?’  

I scramble to the bow. Looking northward, I see the land is not at all like the 

land around Cape Banks, as I spied it on our Reliance voyage, but with its continuous 

arm, it is more like the flow of land around Hat Hill. I remember Master Moore 

pointing Hat Hill out to me.  

‘There’s the hill Captain Cook called a hat,’ our master said, chuckling at the 

navigator’s wit.  

On that day, more than a year ago, I’d stood on the deck eyeing Hat Hill for as 
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long as it remained in sight, stirred by the thought that I was sailing the same sea as 

Cook.  

‘Hat Hill it is,’ I call from the bow. ‘See the land to the north.’   

Mr Bass laughs. ‘Matthew, we’ve overshot the mark!’  

The Lieutenant looks at the water. ‘Who would suppose it? The current must 

be strong.’ 

 

The wind from the north forces us to continue our sail south. We must find a place to 

land and search out fresh water before night falls. Clouds race along the coast, shifting 

from white to grey to inky black. The sea swells become frothing giants hungry for 

our boat. We tack for shore. To the west the sun dips behind the arm of the mountain 

and darkness arrives in a rush. The wind drops. The Lieutenant and I pull for a bend 

in the coast. We’re still four miles from land. The sea is choppy but the early moon 

tickles the water with light. Finally, we near the beach, but our disappointment is 

great as white surf is gnashing at the sand.  

‘Landing is out,’ the Lieutenant shouts.  

Nothing for it but to heave up the stone anchor and tumble it into the sea. As it 

sinks the rope uncurls from its loop. I look to Mr Bass. The moon catches his face as 

he clears the line but his thoughts are disguised. My belly rattles. There’s been no 

landing to boil beef, no chance to make bread cakes the way our cook showed me. I 

pull out another melon, place it on the thwart and cut it open. There is naught to add 

but raw potato. I serve our meagre meal and as we chomp I eye the wandering stars 

that halo the land. 

‘Mr Bass, what shall we name this place?’ the Lieutenant asks, then sinks his 

teeth into the melon. 

On our Georges River trip all had been named before we arrived.  

‘Moody Bay?’ Mr Bass says. 

‘The theatrical interpretation?’ The Lieutenant is not convinced. 

‘Too emotive?’ Mr Bass asks. 

‘According to Bligh, when naming unknown territory, the name must allow 

others to imagine its function. How it might serve future settlements.’ 

‘Anchor Bay,’ I say. 

‘Too much the impression of large vessel anchorage,’ the Lieutenant says. 

‘And this is not a bay, it opens too much to the east.’ 

He says it with ease but I hear his dismissal. I vow not to speak again, except 

to agree. This is best with the Lieutenant. The only way to stay on the right side of his 

ledger. 

‘And yet,’ Mr Bass says, surveying the surrounds, ‘there is something in what 

Will says. This bay offers shelter. And that shadowy cliff could be an Arcadian barn.’  

Mr Bass throws his melon skin into the sea and wipes his mouth on his shirt. 

He grins at me. I bite into my melon to hide my pleasure. Sheltering is not so far from 

anchoring, is it? For both conjure safety. How I wish to be like Mr Bass. All is ease. 

Glorious ease.  

‘Barn Cove,’ says the Lieutenant. ‘It has a lyrical touch and yet, enough 

description.’  

‘Barn Cove it is,’ says Mr Bass. 
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We jostle to find a sleeping nook. Not a simple task as Mr Bass’s legs, which do seem 

longer than a horse, jerk about. The Lieutenant, thinking himself in privacy perhaps, 

begins souring the air with foul odours. I tuck one arm under my head and bury my 

nose in the other. I don’t know if sharks can smell, but if they can I’ll put coin to it 

that the Lieutenant’s inner winds, once released, will keep them distant.  

I think of the fish swimming beneath me. Do fish sleep? Slap, slap, to dare is 

to do. Slap, slap, to dare is to do. Mama you did never imagine me an explorer? Your 

stage set could not compare to this. What this? For this is no Reliance with its shuffle 

of crew, it is three of us rocking in a tiny boat on the great ocean. This is my second 

night away from the Reliance. I think now that no other tale ever had this shiver or 

this shine. 

 

Saturday, March twenty-six, the third day of our journey. I wake. My throat is 

blistered. There is water about but the wrong kind. I’m hot even though it’s cold. I say 

this out loud then regret it.  

‘Remittent fever,’ Mr Bass teases. 

Mr Bass likes to scare me with horrid diagnosis. He once told me that Mama 

had a terrible remittent fever. ‘She could die,’ he said, with a face so grim I nearly 

cried in his presence. The fever caused him to stay with her night after night until she 

was cured. At least that is what he proclaimed. It took me longer than it should have 

to see through his ruse. 

‘More like putrid fever,’ the Lieutenant says with a sniff at my being. 

‘No,’ I say. ‘It’s every bone in my body rattled by strange foot-kicking in the 

night.’ 

Mr Bass laughs, rubs his hand on my head. I pull away. I’m too old for such 

things but Mr Bass refuses to acknowledge it. To him I’m still the boy he hired. 

Mama had just finished singing on stage when he told her of his offer.  

‘No,’ she said, her face puffed and red. 

‘Don’t do this, Isabella,’ Mr Bass replied, calmly crossing his legs as he sat 

beside her dressing table. ‘Don’t cosset the boy.’ 

Mama took off her wig and thumped it on the stand. ‘He has a gift,’ she said, 

holding out her glass for more liquor.  

‘He wants the walls cast away, not the walls closed in,’ Mr Bass said, in his 

deep-sea voice. ‘He wants the rise and fall of waves, not the stage.’ 

Mama laughed. ‘It’s lucky you’re not a writer, George, your rhyme is too 

limp!’  

But Mr Bass could convince a fishmonger to buy fish and he proceeded to 

convince Mama to let me go to sea. I’d begged him to do it, having had my fill of 

rigging stage ropes, and cleaning floors, of holding cushions for kings while dressed 

in hot fabric. His convincing involved buying more expensive liquor.  

‘You’re the victor,’ Mama said to me two bottles later.  

She put her hand to my cheek and laughed. I jumped around her dressing 

room.  

That was more than a year ago and since, I’ve travelled further than most have 

ever dreamt. Despite what Mr Bass thinks, I am not that same boy!  

 

‘We need water,’ the Lieutenant says. ‘Landing is out as the waves are forceful close 
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to shore. North, the cliffs are high for some long way.’ 

‘South, low land is visible,’ Mr Bass says.  

‘South is away from our river,’ the Lieutenant replies. ‘We must wait it out 

here.’ 

‘If we sail south and land, a stream might be found,’ Mr Bass argues. ‘Besides, 

the wind is for the south.’ 

‘But is to continue south a stretch of our agreement with the Governor?’ the 

Lieutenant asks. 

‘How can it be a stretch when the weather is telling us what we must do?’ Mr 

Bass reasons. 

‘I can see the reckoning,’ the Lieutenant says, but is still unsure. 

‘Remember, this far south no man has stepped,’ says Mr Bass. ‘Save roaming 

cannibals, and one or two pirates, who do not warrant merit as they’ve made no map.’ 

Mr Bass strikes the right chord, as map-making for the Lieutenant is like 

honey-making for the bee. 

‘Cook’s map in this area is scant on detail,’ Mr Bass adds.  

It’s all the convincing the Lieutenant needs. ‘South it is,’ he says. 

We hoist sail and steer south. 

 

At first, the coast is like the walls of a falling down castle, only walls where shrubs 

have rooted. It’s forbidding and eye-gobbing. This is not a land of fairies and goblins, 

but more like monsters and ghosts. Then, the castle walls fall away, the land shrinks 

and is covered with scrubby trees. It becomes sandy beach and stony head, sandy 

beach and stony head, as if God had been practicing his Port Jackson craft before he 

created the main event. We spy a likely spot for a stream and sail through a gap in the 

reef but cannot land as the surf is in a beheading mood.  

‘Anchor,’ the Lieutenant calls. 

Mr Bass and I drop anchor well before the surf. My throat is now a hollowed 

out log. One of us must swim to shore to search for water.  

‘Are you up for it?’ the Lieutenant asks. 

‘Yes,’ I say, pleased for the challenge. 

 I begin to strip off my clothes. The white sandy beach is curved like a 

butcher’s knife. Scrubby trees beyond the sand and a forest of green that stretches up 

to the hills. Before we left Port Jackson, stories of cannibals had been all the talk. I 

stare at the trees. 

‘Will, who be the best swimmer, you or me?’ Mr Bass asks. 

‘Your stroke has mightily improved,’ I say, unable to take my eyes from the 

trees. 

Mr Bass laughs too loud. I meant improved so he could swim with me and say 

so.  

‘Together we could fight all the cannibals that came our way,’ I add. 

‘Both cannot go,’ the Lieutenant says. ‘Two men lost to cannibal supper is 

unseemly.’ 

‘Then, as I will no doubt make the best stew,’ Mr Bass says to me, ‘should not 

I be the one to swim to shore?’ 

I see how this moment is a mark. We’re in a place where no European foot has 

stepped. It’s Mr Bass who should have the honour. I empty the barica and throw it 
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into the ocean. 

‘In the sea I’m a dolphin,’ Mr Bass shouts, as he dives into the water. 

‘Don’t forget to scrub that barica,’ I tease, because the mood has turned easy 

and I don’t think the Lieutenant will mind my jesting.  

Mr Bass floats on his back, takes hold of the barica, and begins a backward 

stroke. We cheer him on but the current is strong and, despite our care when dropping 

anchor, we’ve drifted to where the waves break.  

‘Here, Will, take the helm,’ the Lieutenant snaps, spying the danger. 

Taking hold of the anchor rope, he hauls us back to our dropping point. When 

we are safe again, I turn to watch Mr Bass, his arm like a great oar rowing to shore. 

But again the Lieutenant shouts. 

‘Will, the anchor is lifting!’ 

I whip to attention and spy a growling dog of a wave sluicing in. Before I can 

sort the anchor it picks up Thumb and carries the boat towards shore. All is a dazzle of 

blue sky and salt spray. I just have time to steady the helm. We’re riding the wave 

with terrific pace and I cry out with excitement, ‘Ah!’ The wave shatters and Thumb 

crashes in the surf. I fall, grip the gunwale, but a second wave splashes over the boat, 

scoops me up and tosses me into the water. I tumble in white froth until my shoulder 

thumps onto wet sand and I thud to a stop, water rushing around me. I lay coughing 

and spluttering, a wet rag in need of squeezing. There is grit in my nose and ears. I let 

my cheek sink to the sand, spy shells like white pearls. Then I see the Lieutenant, 

mud-covered, as if newly born from the earth, staggering to his feet. 

‘Will,’ he calls. ‘We must use the next wave to haul Thumb up to safety.’  

He starts limping toward our boat. I stand and splash after him. Mr Bass, 

having swum to shore, comes wading through the surf. He throws the barica out of 

reach of the waves. We gather around our boat and watch as a boisterous swell romps 

towards us. I grip the gunwale so tight my knuckles turn white. When the wave lip 

splits around Thumb we heave with all our might and run with the smash and crash of 

water, pushing the boat up onto land. We’re safe.  

Mr Bass and I whoop with pleasure and race around Thumb. And there, in our 

mad calls, is that nameless thing we share, all fluid and light, like an invisible bird   

  pulling us up from  

    the earth.  

     I hear the slow  

      flap of  wings and  

       see pelicans, flying   

      in a perfect  V, 

      their white feathers  

     bright against 

     the blue  

sky. 

The wind is gusting, kicking up waves that lick the dry sand.  

It checks our high spirits. The Lieutenant begins pulling soggy supplies from Thumb. 

He lays them on the ground to dry out.  

‘Will, bail the boat,’ Mr Bass says, taking his cue from the Lieutenant but in 

truth, having to feign sensibleness. 

I pick up the bucket and begin to bail, remembering the ride to shore, the rush 
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of wind. It’s how it must feel to fly. I want to hoot but dare not. It would displease the 

Lieutenant. I dip my bucket and bail. My arms ache but in a good way. I only stop to 

rest when the water is ankle-deep. That’s when I see it: a thin trail of smoke snaking 

up from the scrubby trees. My imaginings are bloodied and boned. The howls of 

darkest nature, in my head. I see how we are, as if from above. We three, caught 

between the snapping ocean and the scrubby foreshore, with a boat no more than a 

young one’s toy. Beyond us stands, like a thousand hairy men, the jangling forest. I 

try to speak. No sound comes. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant face away. Don’t see me 

pointing. I slip from the boat onto the sand, seize Mr Bass’s arm. Mr Bass, still naked, 

stares at the forest. The Lieutenant does the same.  

I’ve heard tales of cannibals living south of Botany Bay, but hearing tales is 

different to standing on a beach knowing one could soon hunt me. It’s as if death and 

life are wrangling twins and I’m standing in between. I can touch without touching, 

see without seeing, hear without hearing.  

The tall forest trees that line the back of the beach twist in the wind and lurch 

toward us, belching forth a flock of wild birds with yellow crests and enormous white 

wings. The birds fly above then arc south, winging the coast, screeching like the 

monkeys I saw caged at Rio. Their calls echo long after they vanish. In fright, I look 

to the forest again. There are strange beasts around Sydney but who knows what 

peculiarities we could meet this far south. We three are hushed. As if being here is a 

step too far beyond our knowing. When I first learnt my letters I stumbled over those 

that wouldn’t jiggle together. I whittled away at them until one day I shaped a word. I 

felt so shiny with myself for having a whole word in my grasp. But a day later, when 

my uncle, Hilton, gave me one of his books to read, I fell so low. Before I started my 

lessons I didn’t notice words at all, but that day I did, only I hadn’t reckoned on there 

being so many more to know. Here in the new world it’s like we’re all just learning 

our letters.  

The Lieutenant is eyeing the smoke. ‘If natives were to run from those trees, 

we’d not have time to get Thumb through the surf.’  

 I peer into the forest and see the leaves of a bush begin to shudder. Animal or 

man I know not but something is there for certain. I stand like stone, staring, staring, 

only the splash of waves marking time. But nothing comes out from the bush shadow, 

except a chill that goes right through my bones.  

Mr Bass picks up one of the muskets. It’s wet and filled with sand. We have 

no arms. 

‘Get Thumb out past the surf now,’ Mr Bass orders. ‘I’ll swim the provisions 

to you.’ 

‘You and Will take the boat!’ the Lieutenant says, his face pinched with 

worry. ‘I’ll wade out with the stores and meet you at the wave break, while you swim 

back and forth to Thumb.’ 

‘And when the cannibals arrive have us both made savage supper with your 

dog paddle!’  

Mr Bass flushes red. The air is full of fine ropes stretched tight. I can’t 

breathe.  

‘Bass, my man,’ the Lieutenant whispers. ‘I’ll not leave you alone on this 

beach.’ 

‘No more on it, Matthew, you can’t swim!’ 
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When he wants, Mr Bass is commander of all. The Lieutenant’s face is like 

furrowed land. He knows he has no talent in the water. If cannibals came he couldn’t 

save himself, let alone Mr Bass.  

‘I’ll pack what will spoil,’ he says, and that is his agreement to the plan.   

Mr Bass eyes me. ‘From your vantage point at sea,’ he says, ‘you can spy the 

whole coast. If you see movement, holler with all your might.’ 

My friend, Na, has showed me how to call across distances with cupped hands 

to push the sound. I tell Mr Bass this is what I’ll do if I see a cannibal. I grip the 

gunwale, ready to launch. I see one of the oars is cracked and pray it holds together. 

The Lieutenant signals me with a nod and we slide Tom Thumb along the wet sand, 

into the shallows. When we are through the worst of the surf we jump in, and sitting 

together on the thwart, pull out past the wave break. Mr Bass takes hold of the lead 

line and wades back to shore. The Lieutenant and I pull further out and drop anchor. 

‘Where are the muskets?’ the Lieutenant asks. 

In our rush we’ve left them on the sand. He goes to holler but I stop him. I put 

my cupped hands together and call. Mr Bass looks up but thinking I am signalling 

danger searches the forest first, then the beach. He turns to us, a quizzical look on his 

face. The Lieutenant stands and his mime of shooting Indians, at another time, would 

set me laughing. Mr Bass picks up the muskets and waves them at us. Holding the 

lead line in his left hand he runs into the surf. When the water is to his chest, we yank 

on the lead line, pulling him toward us. He raises the muskets high above his head. 

We heave, feeling Mr Bass’s weight. Thumb creaks. We heave again. Seawater 

splashes. Heave. Heave. Then – Snap! The line breaks and we fall back. Mr Bass 

sinks and the muskets dip into the sea, but when I scramble up, I spy Mr Bass kicking 

through the water on his side, holding the muskets above his head. The Lieutenant 

hauls in the rest of the lead line.  

‘Damaged as we were dumped,’ he says, picking at the frayed end. 

Mr Bass reaches the boat. I grab the muskets. He clings to the gunwale. ‘Lash 

those oars together, Will. I’ll need to raft the rest of the supplies.’ 

I uncoil rope. The Lieutenant and I wind it around the oars. 

‘It’s not stable enough, George,’ the Lieutenant says, and he is up and at the 

mast. ‘Will, help me here.’ 

We unstep the mast. Mr Bass clambers into the boat and we lash mast and oars 

together.  

‘Now we have a tolerable raft,’ the Lieutenant says, grinning. ‘But let’s not 

tell the marines about our near musket loss, else they’ll mock us for not preserving 

our artillery.’ 

I look to the shore. Our stores are spread out on the sand. What if cannibals 

were to come running from the forest? Can they swim? I wish I’d asked more 

questions of Na who says he has met some. 

We lower the raft. Mr Bass climbs onto it and paddles to shore. He surfs a 

wave to the shallows, drags the raft up on dry sand and begins lashing stores to it. I 

eyeball the beach but see only sand glare and tree shadow. Smoke is rising up from 

the forest but it comes in short puffs. Have they left the fire unattended? Outward, I 

am calm, but inside, there is a great bellowing. I know now the true weight of my 

earlier error with the barica. If I’d checked it when Hoary Bogarty had given it over, 

we’d not be here. I see now how one error tumbles into another.  
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I think of the story that had been the rush of Port Jackson before we sailed. 

The events in question happened a way back with the tale written up in a Calcutta 

newspaper and transported to us by a vessel from that region. The report told of how a 

small boat, with a captain and eight men, set out from the main ship to explore an 

island. Rough seas caused them to lose sight of their vessel. As they pulled toward the 

shore the Indians gave off friendly and with waving arms showed the sailors a safe 

place to land. Once on shore, three sailors requested permission to tramp up through 

the trees to the top of the hill to eye the position of their ship. The captain agreed but 

said he and five crew would stay with the boat. Some Indians went with the sailors to 

guide them through the forest. When they neared the top of the hill, one of the three 

sailors, the only one with a musket, became suspicious of the guides. He whispered 

his fears to his two companions but they, trusting souls, assured him the natives were 

friendly. The men continued on their way. When they finally reached the hilltop they 

searched the sea for their ship but saw only waves and gulls. Their disappointment 

was great. Would they be trapped on the island for all time? On the trip down the man 

with the musket spied one of the Indians moving toward him, too fast for friendship. 

He shot off his gun. The Indians cried out and attacked, spearing the second sailor and 

cutting the throat of the third, then they ran off into the forest. With the help of the 

musket man, who was unharmed, the wounded men staggered down the hill. Arriving 

at the beach they saw blood splattered on the sand. Warily, they followed the blood 

trail. First they spied an arm lying in the shallows, a few steps on, a leg. These, they 

realised, were the limbs of the captain, now hacked from his body, a body that was 

nowhere to be seen. The men had barely taken in the sight when they eyed three of the 

crew floating, head down, in bloodied seawater. They turned the men over and saw 

how their throats had been cut from ear to ear. The three survivors, one holding his 

own throat, the other pressing on his wound, now waded toward the boat and saw two 

more sailors lying in it, face down. They climbed in beside the dead men and, sick 

with fear, pulled away from shore just as the Indians, which they now guessed to be 

cannibals, rushed across the sand, yelling and howling. The three pulled out to sea, far 

enough not to be pursued. The Indians set up an unholy racket and began dragging the 

dead bodies toward a large fire. The three survivors sailed on but had a terrible 

journey, with only salt water to heal their wounds and no food. After paddling through 

too many windless days, they made it to Sarret, near Timor Land, where the Indians 

gave them food and water. The three survived to tell their tale, although one of them 

died soon after from fever.  

This story I tell to the Lieutenant as we watch the shore for any sign of wild 

men. The Lieutenant says he knows the tale.  

‘Don’t think on it, Will, for it’s bound to be greatly exaggerated.’ 

He is stacking away the goods that Mr Bass has rafted in. He is being his 

sensible self.  

‘For a start,’ he says, ‘why would the cannibals leave the boat and the bodies 

unattended? Where did they go?’ 

‘To light the fire,’ I say. 

‘Why did they not leave a guard?’ 

‘Because they’re cannibals, they don’t have guards and soldiers and armies 

like we do.’ 

‘And why did the three survivors not see the fire burning before they set sail?’ 
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‘They were in a state of great fear and shock.’ 

But the Lieutenant will not be convinced. I curse him silently. If Na was with 

us we’d be safe. Na had begged to come on the journey. Mr Bass had been for it but 

the Lieutenant was against, saying he’d need the Governor’s permission and that 

would delay our departure.  

‘And besides, Na eats for ten,’ the Lieutenant had added. 

‘Na is needed to sweep in the hospital,’ Mr Bass had finally said. 

But Na knows how to ward off cannibals with his death rattle stare, which he 

has showed me, revealing the whites of his eyes. Oh, and it is truly terrible.  

 

 It’s mid-afternoon when a red-raw Mr Bass finally climbs on board and flops down, 

exhausted. The bread is spoiled, he says, and the tea and coffee too. He left them on 

the beach. I untie the raft while the Lieutenant reports on the rest of our supplies. The 

sugar is half wet but the flour not at all, nor the cakes of soup. The rice and beef and 

pork are good too. We have no fresh water but the barica is back, still in need of a 

clean.  

‘One horn dry, two wet,’ the Lieutenant says, checking the gunpowder. ‘And I 

can’t pull the rod from the musket.’ 

Mr Bass lies gasping, like a caught fish. There’s no way to quench his thirst. 

The Lieutenant and I step the mast and hoist sail. A breeze catches and we are off, 

safe from danger. Mr Bass attempts to dress in damp clothes but his skin is too sun 

sore and he can only suffer a shirt. The Lieutenant sits at the helm and navigates 

toward the islands in the distance.  

I sit at the bow. When we are near the first island I see it’s screwed for 

landing. 

‘Not here,’ I call. 

The wind rolls around us. The Lieutenant steers further south, Mr Bass asleep 

at his feet. We again pass beaches and headlands that look like practice Port Jacksons. 

The wind drops and I clamber back to the Lieutenant. 

‘Can we land?’ I ask. 

The Lieutenant looks to the sails to read the wind, then to the trees on land. He 

reads the invisible by close attention to the visible. 

‘On land the wind is gusting to the west and will soon be with us. See that 

double saddle,’ he says. ‘We’ll pull to the other side.’ 

I watch the Lieutenant watch the water.  

‘It’s the currents you need to understand as much as the wind,’ he says to me, 

in a kindly voice. 

We douse sail, shift Mr Bass’s feet so they lay between us, and get upon the 

oars. We pull but gusts come from all directions. Slap, slap, to dare is to do. Slap, 

slap, to dare is to do. On the other side of the saddle we’re out of the gusts but the sea 

drums the rocks beneath the cliffs.  

‘Anchor,’ the Lieutenant shouts. 

Mr Bass wakes, his skin is tight and red. He lies on his side and rocks with the 

boat. Although he is hot to touch, he shivers. The Lieutenant and I sit by and try to 

cheer him. 

‘Will, how do you think those cannibals would have broiled us?’ the 

Lieutenant asks me, as if it is a serious question. 
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‘The slow broil, I think.’ 

‘Slow broil you say, yet our cook might give a different counsel on the best 

way to broil human flesh,’ the Lieutenant says. 

‘He might indeed,’ I agree.  

Our cook on the Reliance has seven different broiling methods, which he feels 

a need to test on us, one for each day of the week. All on ship are in the habit of 

remarking, oh it is the tough broil today, or, yes, yes, cook has outdone himself with a 

feat that defies nature, he has given us the dry broil!  

‘What say you, Mr Bass, what advice would our cook give the cannibals?’ I 

ask. 

Mr Bass can only manage a whisper. ‘He’d say roast for my carcass. Too fatty 

for much else.’ 

‘What if they were not cannibals at all?’ the Lieutenant says. ‘But the kindest 

of Indians?’ 

‘What if the smoke was caused by young ones left by the campfire for the 

day?’ I say. 

What if it were smoke smouldering from a fire caused by lightning?’ Mr Bass 

suggests. 

We laugh at what might have been and our spirits are eased. But talking is 

hard with the drumming sea. I lie down and watch the sky fade and a fire-orange 

moon rise. When I learnt I was in Mr Bass’s employ, for days after, everyone wanted 

to jaw my journey. I was a bright star. On the sail out, it was Mr Paine that convinced 

Mr Bass I’d need to improve my letters if I was to contribute to the rise of man. 

Without my letters properly learned, Mr Paine said to me, I was an animal, no better 

or worse than a pig. But if I followed on with Mr Paine’s idea of who was animal and 

who was man, and if it all came down to knowing your letters or not, then most 

people I know are in the pen with the pigs. Mr Bass paid particular attention to my 

spelling for he said it was a sin to stick in and take out parts of the English language 

without law or licence, and it was he who, with his painterly way of shaping a foreign 

word, sparkled me to learn the Indian language. At that time Mr Bass was attending 

Baneelong, who was mightily ill. This, on the Reliance sail to New South Wales. 

Baneelong was journeying back from living the high life in London with Governor 

Phillip. For the first part of the journey Baneelong lay on his bunk staring at the 

boards above. He made no motion other than that made for him by the rock of the sea. 

I spied him once for a full hour. Stillness itself. Mr Bass said, after the high jinks in 

London it would be a cruel trick if he were not to reach home. But Baneelong rallied 

once we’d skipped across the equator. As if he could sniff his homeland on the 

breeze. It was then he taught us his language. The word for the Milky Way, only seen 

in the southern hemisphere, he called Warrewull. The Pleiades are Moloomolong and 

the moon, Yennadah.  

Now I see the stars and moon every night and speak them in two languages, 

where once I didn’t look to see them at all. And now I know how big the world is. 

Before, not knowing the world’s bigness meant that tomorrow looked like yesterday. 

But knowing makes it harder to spy ahead. Now I know that tomorrow is unmade.  

 

I wake, cold to the bone, and eye Warrewull above. When I sit up I see it’s not only 

the sky that is rippling with light, the sea too is covered with flecks of shining. All 
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between is inky black. If the world were being born again this is what it would look 

like. There is only the splish, splash of water. I uncoil a rope – splish, splash – and 

twirl the end in the sea – swoosh, swoosh – like a whirligig – swoosh, swoosh. It goes 

round and round stirring the water so it throws off  

thousands  

of  

sparklings  

as  

though  

sea  

and  

sky  

are  

sending  

signals  

to 

  each  

other  

by  

shining  

shards  

of   

light.   

I think I will never see anything so beautiful again.  

 
 

I sleep again and when I next open my eyes I spy a sea eagle swerving in a blue cloth 

sky. I’m cold but remembering the sparkling night brings on a shine. My breath, in 

out, in out. And Mr Bass sighing. He wears only a shirt. Holds his head a prisoner in 

his hands. I see blistering on his calves but say nothing as he can’t abide fussing. The 

Lieutenant eyes me good morning, then tips his cheek to catch the breeze.  

I watch the sun bounce across the waves. Not warm yet, but promises to be. 

Then a voice. Heard above the swish of the sea. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant hear it 

too. We turn our heads together, like ducks on a river hearing the press of human feet 

on land. I spy two Indians in the surf, jumping and waving so as to catch our eye, and 

I’m like a man already stiff with death.  

‘Only fish gigs,’ Mr Bass says. 

But their fish gigs have sharp prongs. The Indians call again. I can pick out 

words. Only then do I ease. Cannibals would not speak like Na.   

One of the Indians holds up a fish. My belly yelps. 

‘They’re offering food,’ the Lieutenant says. 

We all have eyes for the fish. 

‘Is it safe?’ the Lieutenant asks.  

‘I’m for it,’ says Mr Bass. 

The Lieutenant and I get upon the oars and pull in their direction. Mr Bass sits 

gingerly at the helm. On the beach seabirds squawk and flap their wings. It’s calm 

enough to land but we stop pulling when we are still some distance from the Indians. 
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One is a giant. His body is burnt black and glistening with water; his hair and beard, 

like bushes, knotted and wild. His eyes are dark and when he looks at me my chest 

goes tight. But his mouth is merry.  

Mr Bass talks using what language we know from Baneelong. He asks the 

giant his name. 

‘Dilba,’ the giant says. 

The second Indian does not say his title. He is twig thin but strong. Both men a 

match for Mr Bass in height. Bones through their noses. Do they suffer it for strength? 

The second Indian wades through the water toward us, a palm leaf bowl held in his 

long fingers. The bone through his nose is pointed at one end, like some I’ve seen 

before. He offers the bowl to Mr Bass, who takes it and sips, and hands it to the 

Lieutenant who does the same, before passing it to me. I sip and it cools my throat. 

Water, clear water. But after drinking I only want more.  

The giant, Dilba, offers fish but we have no trade. Mr Bass finds a 

handkerchief. I spot two potatoes wedged under the thwart and pull them out. We 

offer these to Dilba who takes them, trading two silver fish of medium size. I throw 

them in the pail. Mr Bass has perked up. He likes to practice the language Baneelong 

taught him. 

Dilba’s friend grins. His teeth whiter than any on board the Reliance.  

‘Is one from Broken Bay, the other, Botany Bay?’ the Lieutenant asks me. 

‘Yes,’ I say, although I haven’t been listening properly and am not at all sure.  

I want to ask the Indians if they sailed down here in a canoe or if they walked. 

Na swears that he could beat me to any place, he walking and me in a canoe, even if 

we both set out at the same time. I can’t always work out what is fibbery with Na, as 

everything in this land is strange, and what appears strange may not be. Na has told 

me that his uncles walk south for garaabara. I want to ask the Indians if that is why 

they are here. Are you here for garaabara? I decide to ask when Mr Bass has finished 

talking.  

I’m sitting forward ready to speak when I spy, on shore, several Indians 

striding down a sand dune. These are soon followed by more, and more again, until a 

large number have assembled, all calling and shouting, raising an almighty racket. 

The two Indians with us call to those on shore. 

‘George?’ the Lieutenant whispers. ‘What do they say?’ 

Mr Bass has his ear cocked. ‘A different language,’ he says. ‘Can’t make out a 

word.’ 

The Lieutenant turns to me. ‘Will?’ 

I’m frightened by the shouting, it sounds like one big roar. I listen with my ear 

cocked, like Mr Bass. ‘Not a word,’ I say.  

‘Pull out,’ the Lieutenant orders. ‘Too many are gathered.’ 

We take up our oars and pull away. The two Indians turn back, surprised at 

our hasty retreat.   

‘To Port Jackson,’ the Lieutenant calls to them.  

I start to pull north, even though the wind is the wrong way about and slaps 

me in the face.  

The Lieutenant hisses. ‘Will! Where are you going?’ 

‘Port Jackson,’ I say. 

‘We go south around the saddle,’ he says.  
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I change direction. Tom Thumb slides about in the water. 

‘For pity’s sake,’ the Lieutenant says. 

‘Matthew, ease up! We’re safe.’ Mr Bass laughs.  

He doesn’t look scared but with him it’s hard to tell.  

‘When you know not your opponent’s next move,’ the Lieutenant says to me, 

‘make sure your own is difficult to comprehend. I told them north precisely because 

we’re going south.’ 

‘Ah,’ I say, as though the strategy is clear. 

Yet, will they not see us going south? 

We pull out of the bay and around the point. We pull and pull and I’m weak 

with thirst when we haul Thumb up onto the sand.  

Mr Bass stands, eyeing the land. ‘No blasted water here.’  

‘We’ll eat first, then search for water,’ the Lieutenant says. 

I feel dizzy as I collect the sticks for a fire and have to sit. Mr Bass takes the 

pail to the shallows so he can gut the fish. I pile sticks on top of each other and set 

them alight with a flint, blowing until I spark a flame. When the fire is crackling I lay 

our clothes near it to dry. My stomach has its own voice.  

‘Hunger must be the most fearful death, I would rather a spear through my 

chest,’ I say.  

‘You may get both.’ The Lieutenant smiles as though he relishes the idea.  

‘The land is a book waiting to be read,’ Mr Bass says, slapping his gutted fish 

on the fire. ‘Learn to read it and you will never go hungry. But I agree, Will, hunger is 

a terrible thing.’ 

‘Disagree,’ says the Lieutenant, suddenly lively and spoiling for an argument. 

‘Hunger can be good, as long as you’re not the hungry party. Thinking, France. 

Thinking, Howe.’ 

Mr Bass scoffs. ‘What? Are you saying Howe won because he captured the 

grain ships?’  

‘Yes!’ 

Mr Bass finds a stick to stir the fire with. ‘It was an unnecessary move on 

Howe’s part. I would almost venture dishonourable. But that’s not why he won the 

battle.’ 

‘Howe used every tactic he knew in order to win. Hunger was one of his 

weapons and knowing how to employ it was his wisdom,’ the Lieutenant replies. 

There is a conflict that now and then rises between the Lieutenant and Mr 

Bass. Both have been cheek by jowl with the carriage of death but Mr Bass, being in 

the healing trade, thinks more on healing, while the Lieutenant, being in the business 

of defending, thinks more on that score, and thus they ride the talk of death 

differently. But it has to be said that when both are hankering for exploring, they take 

the same carriage.   

The Lieutenant squats before the fire, keen for debate. 

‘I know the Bellerophon story,’ I say to him. ‘They talk of it on the Reliance.’ 

 The Lieutenant looks surprised. ‘Do they?’ 

‘They do,’ I say, though this is not what I mean. What I mean is that when I 

was first on the Reliance I would settle near the wardroom and hear the talk, and 

several times I heard the Lieutenant’s story of the Glorious First of June Battle, led by 

Admiral Howe. The Lieutenant was on the Bellerophon under his patron, Pasley. He 
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did not tell his version with the same verve as my uncle, Hilton, who was fond of 

telling that battle at London inns. His way of getting free grog. Yet, when I overheard 

the Lieutenant, he was not without style.  

‘What do they say?’ the Lieutenant asks.  

There is no they, but I cannot say I was listening in. 

‘You wish me to tell how they say the story?’ 

‘Yes, Will, yes.’  

I cannot look at him if I’m to speak, but I set myself up for the tale, in the 

manner I’ve seen my uncle do before an oration. 

‘See, the French are hungry after the Revolution,’ I begin, improvising on my 

uncle’s version. 

‘They start that way?’ the Lieutenant asks. 

‘Yes,’ I say, remembering I must agree with him always if I’m to stay on the 

right side of his ledger. ‘The French people have the heads of nobles, but they don’t 

have a plan for what to do with the heads. Not only that but the people are helter-

skelter with the business of revolution. With a bit of bad weather, the crops fail and in 

a tick-tock the whole country is desperate for a feed. War is trumpeted between 

England and France because Old George doesn’t want dirty revolutionaries crossing 

the seas and messing up what he has nice and orderly. When someone high-up hears, 

by use of a spy or two, that a hundred and twenty Yankee ships are sailing for France, 

loaded with grain, this makes English legs quake. The French fed are strong. The 

French hungry are a weaker foe.’ 

‘Ah,’ says the Lieutenant, turning to Mr Bass. ‘The French hungry are a 

weaker foe, they tell it this way too!’ 

Mr Bass flips the fish and pushes it into the fire.  

‘So Old George decides to keep the French hungry still, and he sends Wrinkly 

Lord Howe, who is like a wolf when it comes to stratagems and spoils, to capture the 

grain ships. Lieutenant, you were only two years on my fifteen when you were on the 

Bellerophon, is that not so?’ 

‘It is so.’ 

‘The fleet sails out of Spithead
 
with twenty-nine warships and fifteen frigates. 

Hundreds of white sails battling the winds. A glorious sight! And Lord Howe has a 

plan. He knows the French will sail out to meet the Yankee grain ships and guard 

them into port. The French are under Admiral Louis Villaret de Joyeuse. Howe plans 

to get to the Yankees first, take hostage the grain ships and guide them back to 

England, then turn his cannons on the French.  

Out on the Atlantic, Howe’s Channel fleet patrol day after day. Despite their 

constant watch no Yankee ship appears on the watery horizon. Howe gets a craving 

for battle so he leaves nine warships on guard and, with the remaining fleet, sails to 

the French coast. His new plan is to trap the French as they leave Brest. But all goes 

hubble-bubble when he discovers the French have already left. Howe sails in pursuit. 

On the twenty-eighth day he sights the enemy. They have twenty-six warships and 

smaller vessels too. This is a tough match for the Channel Fleet. They are now less 

nine ships and less ships means less guns. The blustering winds cause sea swells that 

tower above the English sails. Raindrops turn to ice and pelt the decks. But still the 

English chase the enemy. Gun ports are flung open and cannons rumble out.’ 

As I tell the battle beginning, I make the noises Hilton-style.  
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‘There must be theatre in the telling,’ he has often instructed. 

His style is what assured him free grog. Sometimes, when we were setting up 

our theatre in town squares, I’d join Hilton as he rallied the crowd with spine-chilling 

tales. I learnt from him all the old tricks, yet my telling to the Lieutenant and Mr Bass 

has something firstborn about it.  

‘The sailors are feverish for battle,’ I say. ‘The Bellerophon sees a frigate and 

fires. Bang go the cannons and the frigate sails off. The sailors cheer. Only now, 

alongside the Bellerophon comes the great shadow of the Revolutionnaire. Big and 

black like a killer whale, this ship has a thousand men on board and a hundred and ten 

guns. Cannons blast back and forth. The roar is deafening and the smoke becomes so 

black it’s hard to make out the figure of a man an arms-length in front. The maincap 

of the Bellerophon is hit and the ship lurches to one side, like a wounded walrus. The 

sailors drag the topsail and soon there is a mess of rigging on deck. The Bellerophon 

has to retreat to repair the damage. So too the Revolutionnaire. And soon these two 

foes, who appear and disappear like giants of the watery deep, lose sight of each 

other. 

 Night comes. Lanterns flash. The sailors on the Bellerophon work on through 

until morning. All that can be heard above the sea rush is a hellish hammering.’ 

The Lieutenant picks up a twig and draws the Bellerophon in the sand. 

‘At first light Howe orders the fleet to form a line of battle. He has a new 

cunning plan. He wants the English ships to sail straight for the enemy – this is bold 

and never done before – and cut off the rear of the French line to confuse them. The 

English set sail but some cowardly captains don’t carry out Howe’s order to the letter. 

They think the plan too dangerous. Still, the tactic catches the French on the hop. The 

English have full stomachs but the French do not. There are loud shots – crack, crack! 

– and a mass of thick grey smoke. The Bellerophon aims for – ’ 

And here I hesitate for in my rush of Hilton-style theatrics I forget what the 

Bellerophon did. 

‘The Bellerophon sails for the space between the second and third ships,’ the 

Lieutenant says, prompting me. 

‘The English sailors fire cannons,’ I say. ‘Boom, boom! So too the French. 

Boom, boom! Then comes the loud crack of timber as masts fall. Wails of men. All is 

desperate. The Bellerophon’s forward rigging is slashed to pieces.’ 

‘It truly was,’ says the Lieutenant, remembering.  

‘The French, also, are badly mangled. The Bellerophon limps off to repair. 

That night, time slows. A fog covers the sea like a dirty old coat. The next day the fog 

is still there. On the Bellerophon, bloodied men appear and disappear, they carry 

hammers and bits of timber. All day the only sound is just the sea and this infernal 

hammering, on and on. This is a cold misty hell, not a burning hell, but it is a hell.’ 

‘You tell this tale well, Will,’ says the Lieutenant.  

‘The morning after, fog again. Later, it clears. The English eat, but do the 

French? No. They cannot eat. They have little food. The English wait to attack, they 

hold out another day, in order to make the French tremble, in order to make the 

French weak. Then they sail, setting a diagonal course. They smash through the centre 

of the enemy, attacking the ships from leeward. The Bellerophon, second in line, 

opens fire on the French Eole. The two ships are so close that any one of the men, if 

they chose to, could reach out and touch an enemy sailor. Fighting breaks out. Black 
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smoke. Gunfire. Screams and clashing iron. Turmoil. The Bellerophon receives a 

heavy pounding from the French Trajan. You were standing where, Lieutenant?’ 

‘On the quarterdeck.’ 

‘And you saw when a shot smashed through the barricading and hit Rear 

Admiral Pasley?’ 

‘I did. Pasley’s leg was gone.’ 

‘Blood was splattered on the faces of sailors around.’ 

‘They say this?’ the Lieutenant asks. 

‘They say this and more,’ I reply, and the Lieutenant smiles, pleased his 

bloody battle is so spoken about. ‘Old Pasley has copped it bad,’ I say. ‘Bleeding, he 

is carried below. And you, sir, were at the cannons, so fiery was your mood.’ 

‘It was indeed.’ 

‘Yet, Howe’s plan has worked and the hunger of the French means it is not 

long before seven French ships surrender, too weak to continue fighting.’ 

‘And that goes to show that in war there are many ways to defeat a foe and 

hunger can be used for the good of a nation,’ the Lieutenant says, triumphantly. 

‘And yet the grain ships got through, did they not?’ Mr Bass adds. 

I look to the Lieutenant. Surely not? But a curt nod proves Mr Bass correct. 

‘And the French claim victory of the exact same battle.’ Mr Bass laughs and 

turns to me. ‘But that was well told, Master Martin.’  

It is now that the Lieutenant looks over my head and gasps. I follow the 

direction of his gaze. Standing on top of the sand dunes are Dilba and his friend. 

‘They’re alone,’ the Lieutenant says, quietly. 

The two Indians run down the hill, calling out. They have no weapons with 

them, but even if they had, I would not be afraid. My tale has filled me with courage. 

We stand to meet them. Dilba comes up to Mr Bass, takes his arm and points north.  

‘Ah,’ says Mr Bass. ‘He thinks we don’t know where Port Jackson lies.’ 

The Lieutenant had said we were going north but we went south. We cannot 

tell Dilba about our stratagems, yet he thinks us stupid. If your enemy thinks you are 

stupid, what then? Might it not make them braver? Is it not better for them to fear 

you? 

‘Thank you,’ Mr Bass says to Dilba, who I remember cannot be our enemy 

after all, as he speaks the Port Jackson tongue like Na, and like Baneelong.  

The Lieutenant mimes how we had wanted to eat first. Dilba and his friend 

watch the Lieutenant closely, then look to each other and laugh.  

The green sea is shiny. The yellow sand is warming. We are stood around the 

campfire. All appears calm. But the scissors that Mr Bass has used to scale the fish lie 

on the ground, glinting. Dilba’s friend picks them up, curious. He walks away, 

holding the scissors, and his feet on the sand goes whoosh whoosh like silk on a 

lady’s dress. The Lieutenant mimes what you can do with scissors. Then, with 

friendly gestures, but with a nervous air, he takes the scissors from the Indian. Dilba 

steps forward. For a tick-tock all I hear is wave crash. All I see is eyes back and forth. 

The Lieutenant, laughing again, takes hold of Dilba’s beard. Dilba swipes away the 

Lieutenant’s hand and darts back. Eyes toing and froing. I spy the stick I’ve used for 

poking the fire. A weapon if needed. One move and it is in my hand. But I wait. Ark, 

ark, a crow calls. Are we friends or enemies? It is yet to be confirmed. 

The Lieutenant takes hold of a clump of his own hair. He snips it off and 
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offers it to Dilba who takes it, staring at the hair in awed silence. The Lieutenant 

reaches for Dilba’s beard again, his movement slower than before. Dilba watches, 

wary. The Lieutenant raises the scissors and snips, then holds the clump of beard in 

the air. Tick-tock. Dilba grins. The Lieutenant leans forward, takes another snip. 

Dilba’s friend laughs and points. And so the Lieutenant snips and snips until Dilba’s 

beard is cut and his hair too and the friend is holding his sides he is laughing so much.  

The Indians laugh like us, only they laugh more. This is my discovery.  

Dilba’s friend wants a haircut now. We all come closer as the Lieutenant snips 

at the friend’s beard. Mr Bass sings a barber’s ditty and Dilba sings it after him, in 

perfect English, in perfect tune. Hilton and Mama would be amazed. The Indians are 

our friends, it is clear.  

Gulls circle above and the fire spits. We sit and eat, pulling the flesh from the 

fish. We invite our friends to join us. They eat the same way we do. This is proof that 

they are not cannibals. 

‘Bado?’ Mr Bass asks Dilba, scooping up imaginary water. 

Dilba points south. ‘River,’ he says. ‘River, there.’  

He speaks only some words of English, but his accent, Mr Bass says, is 

splendid. Dilba raises his head the way Na does to indicate direction.  

‘River?’ Mr Bass points south to confirm.  

‘Yes,’ Dilba says. ‘River.’ 

Mr Bass and the Lieutenant look to each other. Maybe this is the river Henry 

Hacking has talked about? Or if not, it may be another river, not yet seen, by Hacking 

or anyone, except for Dilba and his like. The thrill of it. Maybe this is the river that, 

with waters deep, will lead us to the heart of the land. Maybe this is the river that will 

make rise our monument. What strange twists of fate. We would not have come this 

far south if not for water in a wine barica. And where I had felt bad about the troubles 

we have endured, now the fate of those actions may lead to a great discovery.  

But this swelling does not last more than a tick-tock for, as Mr Bass and the 

Lieutenant debate the river, I spy Dilba’s sly look to his friend. A look of malice. I 

remember the cannibal story from Calcutta. I remember also the Lieutenant’s words. 

Do not let your enemy know your next move. Could these Indians be feigning 

friendship? What might be their next move? Dilba’s eyes are half-open. Eyes half-

open mark men that are slippery in their thoughts. Hilton told me this for he has 

always played Iago with a half-open eye. The Lieutenant and Mr Bass, not having 

stage skill, see none of it.  

‘The wind is the wrong way about for returning north,’ the Lieutenant says. 

‘It is,’ says Mr Bass, with a wink to me. ‘And are we not in desperate need of 

water?’ 

How to tell them what I know without giving away the game? ‘That drink we 

had was plenty,’ I say. 

Mr Bass thinks I’ve made a joke and laughs.  

‘We could not return north without water,’ says the Lieutenant.  

He is speaking to me as though I’m to decide. I’m baffled but then I see the 

ruse. Already they are planning what to say to the Governor about our journey south. 

All their meaning is between words, or behind them. This river could change our 

destiny is what they think.  

‘So that is that.’ Mr Bass stands and rubs his hands above the fire.   
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‘That is that,’ the Lieutenant agrees. 

‘We’ll sail to the river,’ Mr Bass says to Dilba. 

The Lieutenant mimes us all getting in the boat and sailing south. Dilba claps 

his hands and points. He will show the way. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant begin to pack 

our things. I stand by the fire. If I don’t move Mr Bass will notice me. Then I will 

signal by my eyes that we cannot go. But Mr Bass and the Lieutenant continue 

packing. Reckless with ambition, they pay no heed to me or the Indians. I’ve no 

choice but to run to Mr Bass.  

‘Sir, what if they mean to trick us?’ I whisper. 

‘It was we who asked them to assist in our search for water,’ Mr Bass says.  

‘But we must obey the Governor’s order,’ I argue. 

Mr Bass gives me a sour look.  

‘And that was to find a river.’ 

‘A river that joins the sea just south of Botany Bay. We’re a long way from 

that destination.’ 

‘Will, what do you fear?’ 

I see his mind is made up. I see also that he thinks me a coward.  

‘Nothing,’ I say. 

I curse the day I did not check the barica was clean. Curse the day I left 

England. As I stomp out the fire I spy Dilba watching me. His hand flicks up. A signal 

to his friend? I pretend not to see. 

 

We shove off from the shallows, Mr Bass at the helm. The Lieutenant and I step the 

mast and we set sail. Dilba, near Mr Bass; his friend, silent at the bow, as if he does 

not like to go. I’ll have to watch them both. The wind picks up and we are off.  

 ‘To the river,’ Mr Bass says. 

Dilba watches him. ‘Yoorongi,’ he says and points south.  

‘Duck?’ Mr Bass asks. ‘Yoorongi in water place?’  

‘Moremme,’ Dilba says.  

 ‘What else?’ Mr Bass asks. 

A wave comes crashing over the side of Thumb and when I look up, wiping 

water from my face, Mr Bass and Dilba are laughing.  

‘What?’ the Lieutenant leans forward to hear.   

‘Dilba says that at this river there is a beautiful woman,’ Mr Bass says. ‘A 

white woman at that, and Indian corn and potatoes.’  

‘If only that were possible, my friend,’ the Lieutenant shouts.   

Dilba points to me and this makes Mr Bass laugh louder. My cheeks flush 

with heat. I turn away. Usually it’s Moore, the ship’s master, who stirs me about 

women. I always feign boredom. I know what goes on. I see it all over the cove. If a 

man has stirrings, no mind the flavour, anything can be supped. White or black, 

woman or boy, even child, all is there and up for trade. If no coin is had, spirit will do, 

even flour. When Mr Bass lets me have free roam, Na and I kick around the campfires 

at night. We see those that go cock-a-hoop for a bit of flesh. Hoary Bogarty growls as 

he distributes goods from the store but to see him with a woman by firelight and 

watch how he fondles her bosom is to see how he fair turns into a dribbling pup.  

Mr Bass calls to the Lieutenant. ‘Dilba is offering you the white woman.’ 

The Lieutenant shouts over the splash of waves. ‘No white woman could live 
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so far from civilization.’  

I look across the sea to the land that is scrubby. Two escaped convicts are 

reported living with Hawkesbury tribes. But there are farms on the Hawkesbury that 

the escaped men raid. This far south, there are no farms to be had. Fewer animals. 

That is why there are cannibals. To live here would be too great a risk. Even Cook did 

not land in this wild place. I lean over the gunwale and spy the silvery back of a 

dolphin. There are more romping in the water alongside us. Their fins flicker as they 

duck under the boat and criss-cross in front of Thumb. They come up for air with 

newborn squeaks. I eye one for his scarred back and swear he eyes me in return, as if 

to warn of the danger we are in. They swim off in a hurry. I look starboard and see in 

the water a feeding hubbub that would please fishermen. Dark-finned sharks circle 

silvery fish that jump from the water; these jumping flapping silvery fish themselves 

feeding on smaller prey. While above, white winged gulls cruise picking of what they 

can. It’s as if all creatures of the sea and air have come to join a circling, snapping, 

flipping, flapping dance that will end in death. 

Watching makes me dazed and I grip the gunwale. This sight must surely be a 

bad omen.  

 

We sail toward shore. The long arm of the escarpment cradles spindly trees but 

through the sand dunes we see the flow of water. We strike sail and take up oars. 

Splish, splash, splish, splash, to dare is to do. 

‘But it’s no more than a stream!’ the Lieutenant calls, when we are near the 

beach. 

The entrance to the stream is a yeasty beast and the wind howls like a child in 

tantrum. No way to enter yet Dilba starts to call directions, like a ship’s captain. His 

language is his own but Mr Bass understands the pointing and waving. We navigate 

the surf like a rocky path, first going straight for it, then to one side, then the other, 

and soon we are through and pulling upstream against a strong tide.  

  Dilba and his friend jump from Thumb and splash through the shallows. They 

begin to stride the wide sandy bank beside us. They call out but I cannot catch their 

words. Our boat scrapes the bed of the stream. I turn my attention to pulling. The 

Lieutenant pulls with me. From shrubs on the shore, men appear, like tricksy spirits, 

first one, then another and then another, as if the land is coughing them up. Dilba and 

his friend have their backs to us. I cannot spy their countenance. The Indians from the 

bush stand and stare, first at us, then at Dilba and his friend. No one speaks. They 

have a spirit way of talking. It must be that. I count the Indians. Nearly twenty have 

gathered. Then, at some unknown sign, they all begin to shout and stroll along the 

bank. Their dogs run to the shallows, but don’t bark. They are devils in dog’s bodies. 

The men babble and gesture. Some have grizzled beards that go to their navel, teeth in 

their hair and sharp bones through their noses. They wave friendly, but friendly could 

be a trap? The men call to us, Solja, Solja! Mr Bass says it’s his red waistcoat that is 

the same colour as a soldier’s.  

Dilba, ankle deep in water, points to the hills. We look that way and spy a 

shimmering lagoon.  

‘But the stream is scarce deep enough to get us there,’ says the Lieutenant. 

‘Even if we made it, we’d then have to wait for the tide to get us back down,’ 

Mr Bass says, eyeing the men on shore. ‘We’re too vulnerable.’  
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‘We must dry our powder and clean the muskets or else we have no safety,’ 

the Lieutenant whispers.  

‘The mood appears light,’ Mr Bass says. ‘Perhaps we could risk going ashore 

here.’ 

‘Or turn now, go back now,’ I say. 

The Lieutenant’s lips are pressed tight. ‘We need water. Without it we might 

die.’ 

‘They mean us harm,’ I say. 

‘Their intentions may not be formed,’ the Lieutenant says. ‘To show fear 

would be a mistake. We have no arms to protect us. If we retreat now they could 

easily overcome us. But if we go ashore, find water, dry the powder, keep them 

friendly until that chore is complete, we’d be better prepared for attack on land or 

sea.’ 

Two birds swoop low  across the water catching buzzing insects in their beaks. 

‘Are we for shore?’ Mr Bass asks. 

‘I am,’ says the Lieutenant. 

Mr Bass turns to me. ‘Will?’ 

The Indians are shouting. I turn to speak but all is slow and heavy 

  and  

I   

hear 

only  

      insect buzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz. 
 ‘Will, are you for landing?’ the Lieutenant asks.  

I brush away the insects. Buzzzzzzz. No, no, buzzzzzzz, I am not for it. Yet 

they’ll think me cowardly if I say so. 

‘Good,’ Mr Bass says, as if I have answered. 

He jumps from Thumb and splashing into the water begins to haul the boat 

over to the shore. The Lieutenant and I join him. As soon as we step on land the 

Indians circle us.  

‘Bado?’ Mr Bass asks, his voice authoritative.  

I take hold of the barica.  

Dilba points to the lagoon.  

The Lieutenant hits the gunwale. ‘No,’ he says. ‘We must stay with our boat.’ 

Dilba eyes the lagoon, runs along the sand, pointing and turning back, 

jabbering, but too on the hop for me to follow. I stand away to eye the blue lagoon 

and the low purpling hills that circle it. An old Indian, with skin like tanned leather, 

grips my arm and hauls me into the shrubby trees. His hair has human teeth in it. This 

is it, I think, I will soon meet my end. A few steps into the trees, I stumble, and when 

I look up the old man is pointing to a puddle, almost a pond, but not grown enough for 

that name. He smiles, revealing the pink of his mouth. Relief. It is water he is showing 

me. He has no thought for anything else. The teeth, I now see, are kangaroo teeth, like 

I have seen Indians wear around Port Jackson.  

I kneel on the sand and put my lips to the water to test for salt. I’ve had worse 

at the Tank Stream. I drink in all I can. Leaves dance in the air. The old man sits next 

to me, runs his hand through the soil, then pats it. I fetch a rough stone and rub down 

the barica, sluice it with water and fill it as far as I can. The old man babbles in his 
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own tongue. I talk to him with the Port Jackson speak I learnt from Baneelong but he 

does not understand. 

‘We’re looking for a river.’ I make my arms bend, like the flow of a river. 

‘Swoosh, swoosh,’ I say. 

The old man pats the earth.  

‘No, no, river,’ I say, but know it is no good. 

  When we come out of the shrubs the Lieutenant and Mr Bass are in a huddle 

with the Indians. The old man lopes over to them. I follow but get seized by a branch 

and stop to untangle myself. The Lieutenant eyes me, shouts my name. Mr Bass 

strides over, runs his hand through my hair.  

‘Will, don’t scare us like that again!’ 

They are both by my side, pleased to see me.  

‘I was getting water,’ I say, holding up the barica. The Lieutenant drinks first. 

He swallows in big gulps. Then Mr Bass takes his fill.  

‘If water has been close by all this time,’ the Lieutenant whispers, ‘why has 

Dilba been luring us to the lagoon?’  

‘To meet a darker purpose,’ Mr Bass says.  

Now is the time to say the old man showed me the water, but I do not because 

the Indian talk rises too loud and my fears return. Maybe the old man is full of 

trickery. Mr Bass drinks again. ‘Good work, Will,’ he murmurs.  

The Lieutenant agrees. ‘Yes, Will, good man.’ 

‘Stow the barica in Thumb,’ Mr Bass says. ‘We’ll dry the gunpowder, then 

depart.’ 

We walk together to the boat. The Indians eye our every move. The Lieutenant 

takes hold of the powder horns. Mr Bass retrieves the muskets. I stow the barica then 

ferret out twine as the oar needs repairing. I hear the sea roar and wish us back on the 

ocean. The Lieutenant sprinkles the gunpowder on a cloth to dry. Mr Bass kneels to 

clean a musket but this action causes a stir. The Indians holler. Some run at Mr Bass, 

waving their spears. I grip the oar, so it can be a weapon, but Mr Bass stills me with 

his eyes. Slowly, he lays the musket down. This quiets the Indians. But they hold their 

spears high, eyes shooting back and forth, from Mr Bass to the musket. Mr Bass calls 

for the twine and oar. I take them to him. He lays the oar across his knee and begins to 

wrap twine around the split wood. I stare at the Indians with their raised spears. Hear 

only my breathing. Then, birds in the shrubs, their faint twittering. An ant crawls 

across my foot. The Indians lower their weapons. One of them, no older than me as he 

has no beard, comes closer and sits on the sand, observing Mr Bass’s task. Another 

sits next to the first, picks up the ball of twine and threads it out as Mr Bass twists it 

around the oar. The Lieutenant calls me over.   

‘This is the shock of the Indians,’ he whispers. ‘Savage one moment, child the 

next. Keep alert, Will, keep alert.’  

But an easier mood settles upon our temporary camp. A long-bearded man 

now points to Dilba’s short beard. Dilba, smiling, jabbers how the Lieutenant has 

snipped it. He speaks fast. I can pick out some words. Yarrin, the word for beard. 

Dewwarra, the word for hair.  

‘Boodyerre, boodyerre,’ Dilba says, miming the scissors cutting his beard.  

‘You have become famous, Matthew,’ Mr Bass says. ‘These men want their 

beards cut.’ 
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The Lieutenant walks to Thumb to collect the scissors. I find myself a sturdy 

stick. These Indians are warriors and I’ll be ready to fight if this request for beard-

cutting be a ruse. To dare is to do. To dare is to do. I say this to myself over and over.  

All the Indians eye the Lieutenant who sets up a log as his barber’s chair and 

points to it. The old man who showed me the water is the first to sit. The Lieutenant 

grips the old man’s beard that lies, like an arrested waterfall upon his chest. The old 

man, surprised by the blades coming toward him, leans back and falls from the log. 

The Indians holler. I raise my stick. But Dilba, knowing what scissors are, picks the 

old man up, jabbering to him all the while. The old man raises his eyebrows, nods and 

grunts, then sits again on the log. He stares straight into the eyes of the Lieutenant 

who takes hold of his beard and begins to cut. The Indians murmur but soon shouting, 

like a soldier’s huzzah, accompanies each snip.  

‘Mr Hogarth would find this man a fascinating subject,’ calls the Lieutenant.  

‘Could he divine his nature?’ Mr Bass asks.  

‘Better than I,’ the Lieutenant says. ‘Although the void between us might be 

too great, even for Hogarth.’ 

The sun beats down. The sand is hot. Insects nip at my skin. Indian dogs sniff 

at my feet. The first barbering is finished. The Indians surround the old man. Some 

reach out to touch his shortened beard. A second Indian steps forward. The Lieutenant 

snips a lock of this man’s hair and holds it to his own beardless chin. The Indians 

laugh. One, a tall man with many teeth twisted through his hair, and with muscles as 

tight as a barrel, reaches out and wipes some sweat from the Lieutenant’s forehead. 

Fearing attack, the Lieutenant starts back, gripping the scissors. But the Indian stands 

still, all his attention given to the moist drops on his fingertips. With his left hand he 

reaches up to his own forehead, thickly covered in fish oil, and wipes at it. He then 

holds his two hands out, as if comparing the traces of sweat.  

‘A fellow scientist,’ Mr Bass suggests.  

‘Or a cook checking his ingredients,’ the Lieutenant jokes. 

The Lieutenant continues with his barbering but the tall Indian’s interest has 

bothered him and he calls me over.  

‘Will, pack that powder now,’ he says. ‘Wet or dry I think we must leave. 

They are friendly, but altogether too friendly.’ 

 On the hop I filter the gunpowder back into the horns and stow them in 

Thumb. Mr Bass brings the muskets and mended oar to the boat. He does it quickly. 

The Indians, amazed at their new beards, do not see, except for Dilba who comes 

towards us, again pointing to the lagoon. The Lieutenant shakes his head so Dilba 

takes hold of his arm. 

‘Lagoon,’ he says, having already learnt our name for it. 

The Lieutenant shakes free his arm and steps back. Dilba stares at him.  

‘Why is he so violent in his request?’ the Lieutenant whispers to Mr Bass. ‘We 

must put them off, George, in a friendly way, and make our escape without them 

suspecting.’ 

‘Tomorrow, we will visit the lagoon,’ Mr Bass calls to Dilba, pretending 

jolliness. 

The Lieutenant points downstream to a green bank. He puts his folded hands 

to the side of his face, feigning sleep.  

‘We must rest. We go to that green bank there.’  
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Dilba turns and speaks to the Indians. I cannot pick out any words. But they 

turn and stare at Mr Bass. 

‘The red waistcoat,’ Mr Bass says. ‘No doubt they’ve heard about our soldiers 

and are frightened.’ 

‘I’ll distract them while you get Thumb in the water,’ the Lieutenant orders, 

then he steps towards the Indians, repeating our need for sleep. 

Mr Bass and I slide Thumb away from the shore. But Dilba again shakes his 

head, shouts, and points at the green bank. What is his objection? It is a bank like any 

other bank. Mr Bass and I splash in the shallows pushing Thumb into the deeper part 

of the stream. 

‘Matthew, time to depart!’ Mr Bass calls as we jump into the boat. 

The Lieutenant wades across and climbs in. We take up oars. Mr Bass is at the 

helm.  

‘Keep a determined countenance, Will,’ the Lieutenant orders.   

We begin to pull and are nearly away when four spear-holding Indians splash 

into the water after us, and jump into Thumb. More Indians wade in and surround our 

boat. I pull and pull, fearing for my life, but soon see it is the pushing of the natives 

that is getting us through the water at speed. The Indians whoop and sing, the sound, 

unnerving. Mr Bass eyes me and then he hums a sailor’s shanty. 

‘Sing, Will,’ he calls out, sternly. 

Soon we are all singing and such a savage clamouring I’ve never heard. There 

is much laughter, but there is too much laughter. Shall we get out of this alive? 

  When we are near the green bank, one of the younger Indians who has 

climbed into Thumb with us, snatches Mr Bass’s hat and drops it on his own head. He 

has no bone through his nose and no teeth in his hair, but his expression is all 

wildness as he jumps from the boat and splashes his way to shore. 

‘My hat,’ Mr Bass shouts.  

The wild Indian turns, raises his spear. My old friend, who showed me where 

to find the water, hollers at the younger man, who shouts back. I let the oar rest and 

grip my stick. Is this it? The young Indian splashes toward us, fierceness in his 

countenance. I plant my feet, ready. But the wild man stops, takes the hat from his 

head, and tosses it into the boat.   

 ‘Shove off!’ Mr Bass shouts.  

The Lieutenant uses his oar to push us into deeper water. We begin to pull but 

the Indians, still in good spirits or pretending so, begin to haul the boat to the bank. 

‘Stop there!’ the Lieutenant yells. 

Mr Bass joins in. ‘Halt! Halt!’ 

The Indians, intent on what they’re doing or shouting so loudly that they 

themselves cannot hear, do not stop. My old friend sees our red faces. He takes his 

hand from the gunwale and yells. The Indians, hearing him, stop hauling and stand 

back.  

‘Pull, Will, pull,’ the Lieutenant yells.  

Mr Bass takes up one of the muskets and aims it at the Indians. It is a ruse as 

the gun is still clogged with sand. The men stand in the shallows, eyes wide. They 

dare not follow. We pull towards the sea.  

‘That was well suffered,’ Mr Bass says.  

‘We’re not out of it yet, George.’ 
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‘Very nearly.’ 

‘They have the numbers. They have the spears.’  

Mr Bass lowers his musket. ‘If they wanted they could kill us all, but they do 

not and the why escapes me.’  

‘They have no definite plan, no strategy,’ the Lieutenant says.   

He and I keep pulling. The Indians watch us but do not move. We round a 

bend and they are gone. 

‘What was their laughing about?’ I ask Mr Bass.  

‘Indian mood shifts like the weather,’ the Lieutenant explains.  

We ride the stream to where it meets the sea. The waves are crashing over us. 

The noise thunderous. Whoosh goes a wave, whoosh goes another. 

‘We cannot pull past the sandbar,’ Mr Bass shouts.  

‘Anchor,’ calls the Lieutenant. 

We boat our oars, lift the stone anchor and drop it into the sea. The white 

foamy waves keep coming at us. It is fifteen yards on either side to the banks, and the 

water around is deep thanks to the current running out from the stream.  

‘We’re safe enough,’ calls the Lieutenant.     

We sit, wet through, rocking in our boat. Then the Lieutenant and Mr Bass 

begin to clean and rub dry the muskets, both working at a feverish pace. We’ll need 

arms if the Indians come for us again. I keep a steady eye on the white sand and the 

scrubby trees. Gulls flap on the shore. My breath slows.  

Then I see Dilba and some men tramp around the bend.  

‘Here they come!’ I shout. 

The men wade across the stream and stand on the point to the south of us.  

Dilba puts his hand to his mouth. ‘LAGOON?’ he calls. 

‘Why is he still at us?’ I ask. 

The Lieutenant shouts, ‘YES, YES! IF THE WIND AND SURF DOESN’T 

ABATE, THEN WE SHALL.’ 

‘LAGOON!’ shouts Dilba. 

‘WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN,’ Mr Bass calls.  

Several times the Lieutenant, Mr Bass and Dilba shout in this way, like noisy 

magpies saying goodnight.  

‘Coing Burregoolah. COING BURREGOOLAH!’ Mr Bass finally calls. 

It is the Port Jackson speak for the sun setting. 

‘Let’s hope that gives us some time,’ Mr Bass says.  

Why does Dilba insist we go to the lagoon? If I was to kill someone I would 

not flag it so.  

‘What is at the lagoon?’ I ask Mr Bass.  

‘Death,’ Mr Bass says to me. ‘Nothing more than death.’  

  Mr Bass and the Lieutenant continue to clean the muskets while I keep watch. 

The Indians on the point south of us sit on the sand. The sun drops behind the hills. 

The sea flickers with fading light and the clouds redden. Just when I think we are safe, 

I see five Indians come out from the scrub to the north of us. They splash into the 

water.  

‘Look there,’ I warn. 

The men wade toward us. What to do? I still have my stick and pull it out from 

beneath the thwart. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant raise their muskets. The Lieutenant 
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has powder in his. Mr Bass has none. The waves are choppy from the surf. The 

Indians make good time and the seawater is soon frothing at their sides. One of them 

looks like Dilba’s friend, but as there are five coming for us, with water splashing 

between them, and our boat in motion, I cannot be sure. 

The Lieutenant twists his body, aims his firearm. 

Mr Bass guides him. ‘Wait, wait.’  

The Lieutenant holds steady. 

‘Fire!’ shouts Mr Bass.  

The Lieutenant shoots. Boom! Gunpowder smokes above the men’s heads. 

The Indians holler, flinging their arms into the air. The Lieutenant makes to reload his 

musket but it jams.  

‘They’re going,’ I shout, as the Indians turn and splash toward the beach. 

When they reach the shore they don’t look back but disappear into the scrub.   

‘Excellent execution, Matthew,’ Mr Bass says. 

‘I only had one shot.’ The Lieutenant’s face is drained of colour. 

To the south of us, Dilba and the other Indians begin to holler. After a time, 

some walk back into the scrub. Others stand and stare. The waves lap at their feet but 

they don’t enter the water. Slowly, one by one, they leave the beach until only Dilba 

is left. He stands, eyeing us. When the light is almost gone he too turns and walks into 

the scrub.  

 

Mr Bass and I sit in the moonlight and watch the darkened banks while the 

Lieutenant, used to battle, snores. Mr Bass says he can’t sleep. The day has had too 

much excitement. We wait for the tide to change. When the moon is part way in the 

sky, the water calms and the currents are for us. I wake the Lieutenant. He and I take 

up oars. Mr Bass stays at the helm. We pull toward the small islands off from the 

shore. Splish, splash, to dare is to do, splish, splash, to dare is to do. On and on we 

pull. When we are near one of the five islets north of the stream, Mr Bass and I push 

the anchor over the side. I look to him. He is smiling, glad to be alive, but I do not feel 

the same gladness. Every part of me is shaken. If the Indians wanted us dead why did 

they not throw spears? What was up at the lagoon? Mr Bass says death. But why must 

we go to the lagoon for death? I sit staring at the shore.  

‘There is melon,’ says Mr Bass. 

But I have no stomach for it. Splish, splash, to dare is to do. 

‘We’ll call these islets after you, Master Martin,’ says Mr Bass. 

The Lieutenant agrees. ‘You handled yourself well today, Will.’ 

I look about me. The islets are the kind that might vanish in heavy surf. Splish, 

splash. I see again the old man pat the earth. I see again Dilba’s dark figure standing 

on the shore. I cannot speak because in the vast unknowing there is something I ache 

to know. What did they want with us? I start to shake. Not with fear but with despair 

at the mysteries of this strange world. I wish I’d never ventured from home. At least 

with Mama and Hilton adventures into the wild are always shaped, and death comes 

with fake swords. I put my arms around my head. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant talk, 

but their voices are far away. Despite the cold, I fall into a deep slumber. 

 

Monday, our fifth day. The morning is bright and the breeze is up. According to the 

Lieutenant, I have faced a foe and survived.  
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‘We left them puzzling our very nature,’ agrees Mr Bass. 

 Yesterday is like a dream. My spirit, again hungry for adventure, soars. We 

step the mast and hoist sail but the breeze soon shifts, blowing one way, then another. 

The sea becomes a bubbling soup and the clouds lumpy dumplings. We strike the sail 

and pull for land. When the sun is above us, we pull through a gap in a reef, enter a 

shielded bay and haul up on the beach. We climb out of Thumb like old men, our arms 

sore from pulling and our bodies aching from three nights of sleeping on a boat. But 

the sun is warm on my skin and there are no Indian footprints on the sand.  

I help Mr Bass undress. His burnt skin has blistered. He takes a bath in the sea. 

The Lieutenant and I join him. I dive into the water and swim as far as I can, then 

float on my back. The clouds in the sky are like sheep in a field. Seabirds, flying low, 

pluck insects from the air. I wade out and run along the sand to dry off, then collect 

sticks, light a fire beneath a shady tree, and boil a soup cake. Mr Bass wades out and 

gently rubs his body with a cloth. He suggests I add salted pork to the soup.  

‘A neat culinary trick,’ he says. 

‘Come, Will, we’ll search for fresh water,’ says the Lieutenant.  

Mr Bass watches the soup while the Lieutenant and I scramble over slippery 

rocks. We find a place where water is dripping down from the cliff. I tip my head 

back to taste it. Sweet and clear. The Lieutenant does the same. He leaves me there to 

fill the barica. Drip, drop. Drip, drop. It takes an age to fill but I’m in no hurry. I see a 

gecko run across a rock. A spider drops down on a fine thread of web and dangles 

before me. Drip, drop. Drip, drop. Seagulls land on the higher rocks, squawking. Drip, 

drop. 

I walk back to camp, happy to have my feet firm on the ground. My sad spirit 

from the night before has withered and a new one has grown in its place. Perhaps a 

man must always ride the waves of turmoil before finding peace. I make wheaten 

cakes the way our cook showed me. The Lieutenant writes in his journal. Mr Bass 

fossicks in the scrub, picking up insects and inspecting plants and bones. He stores his 

collection in the shade. I brew tea and we sup.  

‘How would it be if all they wanted was to show us a river?’ I say, thinking of 

our trials the day before. 

I dip some wheat cake into my soup but before I bite into it, I see that Mr Bass 

and the Lieutenant have stopped eating and are staring at me.  

I need to explain myself. ‘Because what if a larger river ran into the lagoon?’ 

Mr Bass looks to the Lieutenant but the Lieutenant does not take his eyes from 

me. I see the fright in his eye before he banishes it.  

‘Impossible hypothesis,’ the Lieutenant says. ‘A river of any strength reveals 

itself at the coast.’ He turns to Mr Bass. ‘We must make sure the Governor realises 

that too, else he might doubt us for further endeavours.’ 

The Lieutenant continues eating but I’ve unsettled Mr Bass.  

Later, I walk in the sandy scrub collecting more sticks for our fire. The wood 

is dry and smells of the sea. The sun sets and the dunes take on new shapes. The sand 

cools. Small animals rustle in the grasses. The stars come out, like lamps in a faraway 

town. I make a vow, yet again, to hold my thoughts. I trail away further than I mean to 

and when I come back to camp, my arms full of sticks, Mr Bass and the Lieutenant 

are at each other.  

‘The primitive mind,’ Mr Bass says, angrily, ‘does not just belong to the 
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primitive but to us all.’  

  ‘Yes, my point exactly! Take the French,’ says the Lieutenant. 

‘Take them where?’ Mr Bass snaps. 

‘Take their inclination to rise against their king.’  

‘But we must all rise. Man is like bread, to improve the quality of his mind, he 

must rise.’ 

I feed some sticks into the fire.  

‘Progress needs order, and order needs hierarchy. It is the ladder of 

civilization, with a top and a bottom. You cannot climb in disorder, George.’ 

  The Lieutenant lays out his thoughts, like neat piles of sand.  

‘If you know where you are placed, top or bottom, king or subject, you know 

about civilization. These Indians mock us because they have no idea of our 

superiority. Their ignorance makes them arrogant. They have no order. The French 

did a great disservice to their country, trying to rid their society of the order of things. 

Causing such tumult they proved they were no better than the native.’ 

‘The French have some of the best minds in science and philosophy!’ Mr Bass 

says, thumping his hand on the sand. ‘They build the best ships and they truly believe 

in equality. It’s not lip service.’ 

‘They think all can be equal, but equality will never aid progress. Such a belief 

dooms humanity as it seeks to elevate it. And the French thirst for the destruction of 

order is primitive.’ 

‘Such arrogance, Matthew, that destructive force is in the English.’ 

‘But we control it.’ 

‘You talk of top and bottom, Matthew, as if you have no place in it. But what 

about the middle, you forget the middle, to which you belong!’ Mr Bass is all afire 

now. 

  ‘What concerns me is not the middle, George, but the future. The future into 

which we are sailing. And how it will be for men of England.’  

Mr Bass is lying on the ground, staring at the sky.  

‘Sometimes I look at men and see the flourishing of all that is good,’ he says. 

‘But evil exists in the civilized as well as in the savage. We don’t control it, but we do 

disguise it.’ 

Dark waves slurp at the shore. It’s all very good, I think, them talking about 

top and bottom and middle, about good and evil, order and disorder, but think of it as 

water in a bucket, and what if that bucket has a hole? Then soon there would be no 

top, bottom and middle. No good or evil. No order or disorder. Only an empty bucket. 

I’m about to say this to Mr Bass when he rolls on his side and groans at his 

blisters. He stands quickly and walks away. The Lieutenant motions me to speak no 

more. He bends his head toward the light of the fire and writes in his journal. I lie on 

the soft sand to sleep. The breeze tickles my cheek as I sink into a sweet dream. I’m at 

the theatre where Mama and Hilton are performing. They cheer when I walk into their 

dressing room and stand to admire my gold buttons.   

 

I awake from a dream to the sound of water lap. The sun is in my eye and the sand is 

the white-blue of early morn. In my dream there was an Indian, covered in crow 

feathers, sitting by me. The Indian said, bird from far away, fly home. I was so in 

fright of him that I did fly, but when I was in the air, wind tugging my hair, I 
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remembered how far from home I was, and I began to fall.  

I sit up. Mr Bass is cross-legged, staring at the fire. I tell him my dream and 

then, remembering our talk from the night before, speak of water in a bucket. He 

shoots dagger eyes at me. 

‘You know nothing, boy, don’t pretend you do!’  

I turn away and begin to prepare our food, as silent as a mute. It is our sixth 

day, a Tuesday, and I am not happy. 

Mr Bass speaks to the Lieutenant. ‘The soldier I attended before we embarked 

had been flogged for stealing peas from the store. His wounds were so deep they 

needed special care.’ 

‘I’m sorry to hear that,’ the Lieutenant says, evenly. 

‘That is what hunger does, Matthew,’ says Mr Bass. ‘It turns us all into 

savages. The Indian cries out in pain when he sees a flogging. He must turn away 

from it. But we stand and watch, unflinching. Who then is the savage and who is the 

civilized?’ 

‘An interesting point, George,’ the Lieutenant says. ‘Why not write it up in 

your book.’  

‘I just might,’ snaps Mr Bass, and turns away. 

I want to shout at him. He raises up the Indians who might have killed him, 

but why not those men who are with him day and night?  

The wind blows along the beach, tumbling driftwood down to the sea. There is 

a silence between us three. Us three? The Lieutenant’s theory of top and bottom is on 

my mind. I am thinking, if he is right, then I am not in the middle, as he is, but on the 

bottom. And it is not a good place to be. 

 

I stow our provisions into Thumb. Mr Bass sits far away, on a rock. 

‘The tide is for us, George,’ the Lieutenant calls. 

  Mr Bass does not reply, but joins us. We shove Thumb into the water, push 

across the wave break and climb in. Mr Bass and I pull out through the reef. The 

breeze picks up. We hoist sail. It rustles and flaps and is scooped up by the wind. As 

we sail past the   

point I hear  

bird song but  

see no birds. 

 

Thumb skims the top of the waves. 

‘Look there, Barn Cove,’ calls the Lieutenant. 

He is being his jolly self, attempting to pull Mr Bass out of his temper. 

‘Will, you were there at its naming,’ the Lieutenant shouts. ‘You must tell that 

to your family on your return.’ 

I look to the cove that is not really a cove. A falcon flies above a rocky ledge. 

A flock of squawking seabirds settle on the sand. This land has been for all time. 

Perhaps there is something in being at its naming. Perhaps I am rising. Man must rise, 

was that not what Mr Bass said. And when he writes his book about the colony, as he 

has promised to do, my own name will be known to the world.  

 

The breeze turns, whipping strong from the north and blows us about. The Lieutenant 
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steers us through a reef near a headland. Mr Bass and I pull toward the cliff to shield 

us from the wind. We drop anchor and sit idle in the rocking boat, waiting for the 

weather to change. 

‘And there’s no river found,’ Mr Bass says, despondent. 

‘We may come to it yet.’ The Lieutenant starts to repack our stores.  

He has not stopped with his jollying. He pretends all in our little boat are 

cheerful and by the force of his pretence he hopes we will become so. 

I think back to the lagoon. All that water must have come from somewhere? 

But if there was a river in that place, we will not be the ones to find it. Is this what 

disturbs Mr Bass? Or is it seeing how slight we are in this strange world? Out here, 

away from Sydney Cove, this is what comes to mind each day. The vastness of the 

land, the sea, the sky. I feel it more now, in Thumb, than when on the Reliance where 

each day is busy with duties. Thumb sits low in the water. The waves bump us about 

like driftwood. I have voices in my head, like a hundred young ones calling questions. 

What is there to discover on the beach? Maybe a river flows behind the trees?   

‘Mr Bass, may I swim to shore?’ 

‘What for, Will?’  

‘To see what is there,’ I say.  

‘If you wish,’ says Mr Bass and closes his eyes. 

The Lieutenant smiles as though pleased with my spirit. I strip off and jump 

into the water. I dive under and swim until I ache to breathe, and then I surface. When 

I reach shore, I stagger out and look back. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant are dwarfed by 

the rocky cliff and the swirling sea. 

I tramp the sandy beach. The cliffs at either end are like clay. Trees come all 

the way to the edge of the dunes. Seaweed lies in thin bands. There are no footprints 

on the sand, only shells and driftwood. Halfway along the beach I discover a stream 

whistling out from the trees. It narrows in places and can easily be jumped. I kneel to 

drink. The water is fresh. If I could name what I pleased I would name this stream for 

Mama, and the bay for my uncle, Hilton. I paddle in the stream, that is cooler than the 

sea, and watch two long bodied insects hover above it, one of top of the other. If I had 

wings where would I fly? I walk the banks of the stream into the forest and sit beneath 

a tall tree with roots so large they curve around my back. With a shell I scratch my 

name into the bark, then the date, 29
th

 March, 1796. My stomach is twisted about like 

the roots. I climb the trunk to the top of the tree and look over all that surrounds. So 

many trees in one place! I think of Mama and her way of talking to me about the 

world. She could imagine her way into far away places, places she’d never even been. 

Now I have my own story to tell, only it is not imagined. When I return to the 

Reliance I will tell about this beach, and how I swam to it on my own and discovered 

a stream and was not frightened of cannibals. The Lieutenant’s brother, Samuel, will 

pretend not to listen, thinking I’m beneath him, but others will slap me on the back. 

But I will not tell them of my fears. For even Cook must have felt them, out here in 

this untamed place. I am now a man, not a boy, and fear must be banished. This is 

what the Lieutenant has taught me. To dare is to do. I hear it in the wind that is 

running through the trees. To dare is to do.  

After a time I climb down and when I run into the water I dive beneath a wave 

that comes right at me, cheat it of its power. I kick along the sandy bottom before I 

surface and tread water, looking back to the beach. The white sand curves around like 
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a seashell. The bushes on the sand dunes are a mush of green. The forest behind is 

thick all the way up to the hills. This is a wild place. Too wild for civilization. It is a 

place for adventure. I will remember this place in my dreams. I will remember it in 

the stories I tell. For in this place I first realised that if I am to rise, it will come not 

only by what I tell of what I dare, but also, by what I don’t tell. I kick out my legs and 

swim toward Tom Thumb. 

 

Mr Bass hauls me into the boat. The sun has fallen behind the cliffs and dark is 

descending. 

‘What did you find?’ Mr Bass asks. 

‘A stream of fresh water,’ I say, wiping my face. 

 They say nothing about how long I’ve been on shore.  

The Lieutenant eyes the sky. ‘The wind is from the south. We must make use 

of it.’ 

Mr Bass and I get upon the oars and pull out through the gap in the reef. We 

step the mast and haul sail. The wind gusts. The sky is heaving with inky clouds. 

They lumber above us as we ride the waves. And then I hear it. Boom, boom! The 

thunder makes me jump. Lightning, like giant spider legs, flashes through the sky. 

Night comes. We strike sail and pull into the shelter of a cliff. We lift the stone anchor 

and throw it in the sea. The Lieutenant leans over the gunwale, trying to guess our 

distance from the rocks.  

‘Too near for us to stay long,’ he says, when lightning flashes. 

We sit in the dark. Waves drumming. Another burst of lightning. I see the 

Lieutenant at the helm, watchful, and Mr Bass holding the anchor rope. Then, dark. 

We wait. When the he wind shifts it is sudden and strong. 

‘Pull, we must pull now or we’ll smash upon the rocks!’ the Lieutenant shouts.  

Mr Bass and I haul up the anchor, get on the oars and pull. Out from the cliff 

we boat the oars and hoist sail. We are rolling on the sea. Thin strands of lightning 

whip through the sky. I see, high above, the crest of a wave bearing down. A wild 

whooshing and crashing, water everywhere, we sink to the dip of the wave, then rise 

again to ride the top. I slip and scramble, search for the bucket and begin to bail. 

Another crack of lightning. Larboard, I see harsh-faced crags. Thumb tips toward 

them but rises to ride the wave. I pin my feet beneath the thwart and bail. The next 

wave pushes us toward the rocks but again we rise. All is cold and hard and urgent. 

Time is measured by waves and only waves. Lightning! I see the Lieutenant, iron-

faced. The sail flapping before me like a gigantic bird. Mr Bass fists the sail, his 

strong arms hauling one way, then another. He keeps us afloat but waves, like shape-

shifting ghouls, emerge from the noisy dark to chase us. Death comes for us but we 

fight back. To dare is to do, slap, slap, and roar. To dare is to do, slap, slap and roar. 

Glory for us, not death. Lightning! And then I see a monstrous wave hovering above, 

dark and shiny and alive, like a magnificent Dark Angel. Oh, but this is not a battle of 

my daring. Nature is laughing at me. Ideas of manhood and mankind are nothing now. 

Everything hurts. My arms scream, but my legs hold on. Water crashes over me and I 

am thrust to the side of the boat. Bail, bail, I must bail.  

‘Reef! Reef!’ the Lieutenant shouts, his voice barely heard in the wind howl. I 

eye away from my bailing and in the distance, through the pounding rain, I see white 

water breaking.   
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‘Get ready to strike sail!’ Mr Bass hollers. 

The Lieutenant leans back on his steering oar and Thumb flips into the wind. 

Waves smash over us. I heave on the rope. We strike sail and unstep the mast in 

double-quick time. In the sheeting rain we get on the oars, wait for the slow between 

the racing waves and then pull. Every muscle in my body is screeching in pain. We 

pull and pull, rain hits my cheeks, pull, pull, my feet start to slip, pull, pull, my hands 

clench the oar, pull, pull! And then, there it is, we slip through a gap in the reef and I 

can feel by my oar that we are delivered into smooth water. An immense quiet crowds 

in, as though my ears are muffled in wool. We keep on pulling. I see a sliver of 

flickering white. Is it the edge of the world? Then the flickering white becomes a 

beach and I laugh inwardly at my foolish thoughts.  

Mr Bass and I slide away the oars. Slipping on the wet wood, we muddle 

about in the dark, heave up the stone anchor and drop it over the side. We stop there 

in the pitch black. I listen to our heavy breathing and am thrilled by the sound. The 

moon comes out from behind a cloud. The Lieutenant looks like a cat that has a 

mouse. It’s infectious. We all laugh at the surprise of being alive.  

‘My God, there’s grace in our protection,’ the Lieutenant says as our laughter 

subsides. 

‘Not God, it was chance gave us safety,’ says Mr Bass. 

‘Perhaps,’ says the Lieutenant. 

‘We had only the option to choose movement or none,’ Mr Bass says. ‘And all 

the while we knew not where movement would take us.’  

His voice is joyful and sad together.  

‘This time to safety,’ the Lieutenant whispers. 

‘Yes,’ Mr Bass agrees.  

‘This place is providential.’  

‘It feels that way.’ 

‘Providential Cove, that is what we must name it,’ the Lieutenant says. ‘Will, 

do you agree?’  

‘That be the name,’ I say, ‘that most fits this place.’ 

And I see what it takes for me to be one of them. It was not about choosing or 

not. It was the Dark Angel that came to us. We battled her, and now, here we are, us 

three. I eye the clouds as they move swiftly overhead. The stars reveal themselves. 

It’s a night not to be forgotten. It’s some time before we can sleep.   

 

The glorious morn of our seventh day. I say this out loud as I jump into the shallows 

and help haul Thumb onto the shore. I stand and look about me. Spiky green bushes 

grow in the sand and tall trees cast shadows in tidal pools. The rocky cliffs curve to a 

headland on each side and set a frame for the sea beyond, the water like a turquoise 

jewel. I eye a stream at the back of the cove. Without waiting for instruction I take 

hold of the barica and run up the sand dune. The stream curves around the rocks and 

dunes like a snake. There are footprints leading down to the water. They can only be 

from Indians but my feeling of gladness cannot be damped. This is a cove of peace. I 

spy the ashes of a fire. When I nudge a burnt log with my toe, it is cold. Nothing bad 

can happen here. There is nought to fear, not from man or beast or sky or sea.  

 

 It is late morn. We push off and row, then pick up a light breeze and sail. Our spirits 
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are high. I think of this remarkable life. Mama used to whisper me stories about 

Jamaica and Calcutta and other places that may or may not have existed. I’d listen and 

when she’d finished her tale I’d always say, how do you know about that, Mama? 

You, who have never been from England? Oh, she’d say, but in my imagining I’ve 

been to many faraway places, the future as well as the past.  

If I dreamed a tomorrow for this place, what would I dream? 

 We sail on with Port Solander in sight. The cliffs turn low and sandy as we 

breeze into an open bay. The sun beats down upon water that is pond-like, and a tired 

wind pushes us along. The sky is pale blue, like faded uniforms, and on the scrubby 

shore the green bush is flecked with silver. 

 It is near noon when we see it. We are sitting in Thumb, coasting the northeast 

of the bay. 

‘There is our river,’ the Lieutenant says. 

‘So it is,’ I say. 

‘It was a long journey here,’ says Mr Bass.  

We strike sail and row up the river. It is scrubby on either side with rock 

ledges that hang over the water like bushy eyebrows.  

Mr Bass sighs. ‘It will not do for large vessels.’  

‘We’ll name the river after Hacking, who guessed it was here,’ the Lieutenant 

says. 

Our mood is easy. This river will not make monuments of our names but after 

our stormy night each day is monument enough. We pull back out to the bay and sit 

rocking in our boat. 

‘This place feels older than time,’ Mr Bass says.   

‘Yes,’ agrees the Lieutenant. 

‘It should be our care, not so much to live a long life, but an honourable one,’ 

says Mr Bass. 

‘Well said,’ agrees the Lieutenant. 

They look to me and smile and in their serenity I see something of what it 

means to live. For in all the tumble of joy and anger and love and hatred and hunger 

and greed that is our life, there are moments like this, that lift a man into a quiet place, 

where the thanks and wonder is in the drawing of each breath. Our journey has been 

worth this discovery alone. 

We pull to the north side of the cove, drag Thumb up onto the sand. The fan 

leaves of the palm trees spread above us. I gather sticks from the back of the beach, 

flint a fire and lay out our clothes to dry. Then I stretch my arms and legs, and rub my 

toes in the sand. I turn and spy two Indians standing in the trees. How long have they 

been watching us? The two men smile. One is older than the other. They have no 

spears. Mr Bass calls to them in the Port Jackson speak and they walk across the sand. 

The Lieutenant, down by the water’s edge, hurries back. He tells the Indians we are 

from Sydney Cove, but they seem not to know the name. We offer to share what food 

we have but they do not want it. They look us over from head to toe. The older man 

touches the freckles on my nose. The younger one strokes Mr Bass’s waistcoat. I sit to 

tend the fire, but when I stand, I see they are leaving, as quietly as they arrived. 

 

We take Thumb fishing in the calm water. I look to the hilltops but there is no sign of 

the Indians. The sharks slide alongside and eye us, as if curious to take a bite. We sit 
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with our lines. Catch nothing.  

We leave off fishing and pull back to shore. I dig up soft grass and throw it on 

the ground to make our beds. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant gather sticks for the fire. I 

boil water and we eat the last of the salted beef. The night is all stars. I pick out 

Warrewull.  

 

Our eighth day. Gulls greet me. Carick, carick! We push Thumb into the water –  

splish, splash – and the Lieutenant and I pull around Port Hacking. Mr Bass is at the 

helm, his long legs stretched out before him. We boat our oars. The Lieutenant 

scrambles to the bow and ferrets out his compass and journal. Mr Bass and I rummage 

for hooks and line so we can fish. We talk about what we will say on our return, about 

the currents being too strong so that we overshot our mark, about the dumping on the 

beach where the thin trails of smoke from the forest alerted us to danger, about the 

cannibals that we nearly met, and our trading with the Indians and barbering of their 

beards. 

‘And our escape from their clutches,’ the Lieutenant adds. 

‘Was it escape?’ Mr Bass asks. 

‘You know it was,’ the Lieutenant says. 

They look to each other, then to me, and for a tick-tock I hold my breath. 

Carick, carick! The gulls call out. I remember what it is to be a man.  

‘We were dead men in that place,’ I say. 

‘We were,’ says Mr Bass. 

‘Indeed,’ agrees the Lieutenant. 

And we talk on about our battle with the storm.  

‘What a story we have to tell,’ I say. 

Mr Bass laughs and ruffles my hair. 

 ‘I’m too old for that,’ I say pulling away. 

 ‘Yes,’ he says. ‘You’re way too old.’  

He ruffles my hair again and we start to wrestle. 

‘Don’t get my journal wet!’ the Lieutenant shouts, as the boat rocks. 

 Mr Bass pushes but I push back. He is stronger but I am faster. We are poised 

for a fall. 

 ‘The sharks will get us,’ I dare. 

‘You think I’m frightened of sharks?’ he asks. 

‘You tell me,’ I say. 

We stay gripping each other’s arms. Holding tight. My heart beating fast. 

Then, he pushes me as I push him. We tip together. I let go of my hold as I fall into 

the cool water. Down, down, I go, and then push up to the surface. I swim away from 

Thumb, dive under again, and swim back to the boat, bursting up for air at the side. I 

climb in, quicker than I might normally do, for a dare is a dare but I don’t want to 

chance sharks any more than I have to. Mr Bass stays in the water a moment longer to 

prove that he can. 

‘Look there,’ I say, pointing to a spot beyond him. 

He is in the boat in a tick-tock, with me sitting on the thwart laughing.   

 

In the early morn of our ninth day, I wake. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant are still 

sleeping. The sky is full of majestic ships, all white, like from a dream. I get up and 
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walk the beach, gathering sticks. I light a fire, setting a pot on it to boil the last of our 

soup cakes. Mr Bass and the Lieutenant wake and we sup as though at a feast. We 

pack and push Thumb into the water. I look back at the wide bay as we pull out 

through the entrance. The sail flaps in the breeze and we head toward Port Jackson.    

 

At sunset we are in Sydney Cove, clapping the shoulders of friends on board the 

Reliance. Our excitement is great, so we climb down, pull to the dock and hurry to the 

Governor’s house to make our report.  

 The Governor is in the garden listening to an owl.  

‘I’m pleased to see you,’ he says to Mr Bass and the Lieutenant. Then he turns 

to me. ‘Young Will,’ he says.  

He shakes my hand and his grip is firm.  

‘A drink is in order,’ he says.  

The Governor leads the way toward the house. 

At the door Mr Bass turns to me. ‘Go, enjoy yourself, Will.’ 

The Governor and the Lieutenant are walking down the hallway. Mr Bass 

folds his arms.  

‘We must report our adventures but you have earned the night off,’ Mr Bass 

says and turns away. 

 

I walk along the shore, kicking stones. The sky is clear. The half-moon is bright. At 

the hospital, Buckley, the surgeon’s mate, is outside smoking a pipe. His dogs bark as 

I arrive. Na is not there. Na has my dog with him, says Buckley. I search the faces at 

the campfires near the Tank Stream but Na is not there. I look in our usual places. Na 

would have seen Thumb come in, I’m sure of it. I scout along the edge of the stream 

down to the shore and along the sand. Na and my dog, George the Fourth – that is 

kept at Mr Palmer’s place, Palmer’s gift to me – are nowhere to be seen.  

I climb around the cliff, to an outcrop of rocks and shrubs. In summer I came 

here to watch the chicks of the honeyeater. The chicks are long gone but the nest is 

still on the branch. I sit on a rock ledge. If I were born into a tribe like Na, what I 

would have to do to be a man is have my tooth pulled. But is not my journey, in a 

small boat, facing wild seas and treacherous cannibals, equal to teeth pulling? They 

will be toasting at the Governor’s. There’ll be a fire blazing and they’ll tell the story 

of our journey. I hear an owl hooting and dogs barking.  I lie on the rock and eye the 

water slapping the shore.  Now I am a man.  

This is what it is  

to be 

a man.  
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Heaven’s Gate 

Lesley Synge 

 

Han-sol, the sports teacher, crunches down a last seaweed roll, sighs, and rubs his 

stomach with exaggerated contentment. He signals Kate and holds up eight fingers. 

‘Shelter!’ he shouts twice and folds his hands into a pillow then rests his head upon 

them. He snores theatrically with one eye open and fixed on her. 

 ‘It’s eight kilometres to where we’ll spend the night?’ Kate interprets 

hopefully. 

 ‘Okay-okay,’ Han-sol confirms. He springs to his feet. Young-jin, the pre-

service sports teacher, follows suit and they do hip-swings and toe-bends like athletes 

about to hit the hurdles. The pretty Maths teacher watches and giggles. ‘Jiri San!’ 

Han-sol shouts, and thirty students swallow the last of their lunches and shoulder their 

backpacks. The bus the school has hired to drop them at the village of Dae-song-gul, 

reverses carefully down the narrow road. The expedition up South Korea’s tallest 

mountain begins. 

 Kate smoulders as she settles into a position at the rear. Mountain climbing in 

the heat of the day! On bellies full of rice. It’s hard to tell if it’s usual Korean practice, 

or just the way this school does things. With the first six weeks of her contract over, 

she’s certain that she’s managed to land the most chaotic private school in the 

country. If only my boss was here to explain. He’s the only member of staff with 

fluent English. Perhaps he’s sick of my questions. She’d understood him to be 

climbing Jiri Mountain with them, but at the last minute he’d boarded another bus 

with a different school group for another destination. 

 Han-sol leads them past the rice paddies of the rice-farmers’ village; once they 

enter the forest of the lower slopes they’re out of the midday sun. Perhaps they know 

what they are doing after all. The gurgling water course that surges down the 

mountainside and the chattering of the teenagers soon fill her with bursts of 

happiness. She composes the diary entry that she will write when she reaches the 

mysterious ‘Shelter’: Jiri San (Jiri Mountain) is about 2000 metres high, the highest 

peak in a series of mountains some 360 kilometres in circumference. The humble path 

we took is carved from centuries of human engagement. Now I understand why Asian 

poets from ancient times to the present venerate such mountains and deem them lords, 

chiefs and emperors.  

 So-ji from her Third Year Conversation class – a girl she knows only as one 

terrified of English – is stumbling along in front of her. Whenever Kate had pressed 

her to contribute something – anything – in English, So-ji had only managed to 

whisper mournfully, ‘I’m tired.’ Now she hikes, barely lifting her feet. Kate observes 

her technique curiously.  

 They pass a sign: LAST BATTLEFIELD OF THE LIQUIDATED 

GUERRILLAS. Kate’s composing her next diary paragraph: I passed the place 

where Chinese-backed Communist forces met a significant defeat. The battle here in 

the southern temperate forests decided the outcome of the war and therefore, I guess, 

the partition of Korea into North and South. Wild strawberries and blood. She doesn’t 

know who, if anyone, back in Brisbane will show an interest in her experiences, but 
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nevertheless, she writes a report every evening; it helps her to create a version of what 

might have happened during the day. 

 Stone takes over from dirt. Boulders seem tossed by gods at play. So-ji is still 

ahead but the others are now impossible to catch, and the forest is silent. They arrive 

at a giant rock slab near a waterfall. There is Han-sol, waiting for them. 

 ‘Go ahead,’ she tells him, gesturing so that he understands. As the senior 

teacher, he needs to be with the majority. ‘We are fine.’ If So-ji’s blank face doesn’t 

worry him, why should it worry me?  

 ‘Okay-okay,’ he responds gratefully. He leaps up onto a grey boulder and 

disappears.  

 Kate takes the lead now, and she grows increasingly happy with their slow 

pace. Slow is restful. It means really seeing. Big group chatter, whether Korean or 

English, is not her thing. I loitered, delighted by rushing water, she writes in her head. 

I sat on boulders, listening to the mountain. When So-ji next catches up, the teenager 

fiddles around with the zips of her backpack, extracts a painkiller, and mimes how 

much the backpack makes her shoulders ache.  

Pathetic, Kate thinks. But the mountain is lovely and her mind unleashes 

another spiel of prose: It was so alive with birdsong and the green promise of 

summer; pure water unlike any other. Impossible to constrict the experience into 

words. Superlatives like stately, majestic, and extraordinary don’t do it justice. Jiri 

Mountain cannot be viewed from the scale of ordinary human thought.  

 Slower and slower they go. So-ji indicates her rapid heart-rate by tapping her 

chest. The track becomes ever more steep and tumbled and they are stationary more 

than in motion. Kate accepts that she may have to take So-ji back to the village for 

medical help. With keywords and mime she asks, ‘Go down Dae-song-gul?’ 

So-ji sways with her eyes closed, yet gestures – up.  

 Kate’s method is now: walk, wait, distract. She adopts a faster pace and 

chooses a boulder to rest upon; when the girl catches up, panting and afflicted, Kate 

points out her discoveries: small seeds, tiny perfumed flowers caught in the nets of 

cobwebs, a red worm blindly hunching up and down, two trees embracing, a green 

twig shaped like a dinosaur.  

 I feel free! Free from language. Free from thought. In a continuous unfolding 

of wondrous moments. I am the seed; the worm, the game of the squirrels in the oak. 

But the girl worries her.  

 So-ji’s concept of rest is to stand and sway. When Kate decides to order her to 

remove the burden of her pack, So-ji gladly shrugs it off then suddenly falls onto the 

path and bunches into a ball.  

 ‘No,’ Kate instructs. ‘Like this,’ and she models stretching out in 

abandonment on a huge bed of rock. ‘Cool down,’ and she squats by the rushing 

water and splashes her face and neck. So-ji doesn’t respond. Kate has no idea what is 

actually going on: Ageing woman teaching young woman about life? Australian 

female teaching Korean female bushcraft? Low-status teacher landed with problem 

student? Who knows. The WRONG WAY – GO BACK signs on the Brisbane 

freeways come into her mind. She laughs aloud. ‘Sorry,’ she apologises when she 

realizes how startling So-ji has found her outburst. 

 They plod through the afternoon. 

 ‘Night coming,’ Kate warns. ‘No sun. Cold.’  
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So-ji stares back from behind spectacles, uncomprehending. 

 They inch onwards – a progress during which So-ji struggles and Kate 

stretches out on one of the immense boulders that dwarfs the track, with the leaves of 

trees all around her, to wait for her. She’s in space, floating in green beauty. Except 

for occasional lapses into vivid fantasies, she feels surprisingly little agitation. In one 

fantasy she tells the school nurse: So-ji must see doctor. Very sick. Or the school 

principal: Help this girl. Body problem, mind problem. The desire to scare off So-ji’s 

boyfriend, a Fourth Year Conversation student, is particularly strong: Don’t marry 

this girl. She is trouble. Weak. She must never have babies. Leave her while you can! 

Mostly she watches squirrels or whatever else her senses gravitate to – until So-ji 

melts into view and flops down.  

 Poor little bugger. She might even die. 

 Kate now calls her ‘love’ and ‘darling’. Smiles a lot. Extends a hand and hauls 

So-ji up the toughest bits. Hands her the water flask. It’s like being soldiers. The love 

that comes from struggle. She is totally with So-ji but she’s also wedded to her own 

pilgrimage. No human being could come between me and the mountain, she writes in 

her mind.  

 ‘Solly,’ the girl manages a couple of times.  

 ‘It’s okay,’ Kate answers. ‘No need to be sorry. You’re doing great.’ 

 It’s 8pm and dark when they reach a signpost in English, the second  all day: 

NATIONAL PARK SHELTER 3 KMS. All day – and they’ve only done 5 kays! 

It’s now urgent they simply get there. ‘So-ji, backpack – NO!’ she orders. 

Abandoning it is something Kate’s been urging for hours, and finally So-ji accepts. 

Kate rummages through So-ji’s expensive toiletries and empty snack food packages 

until she comes to something useful – a headband torch, the kind cavers use. ‘Put on,’ 

she commands, wondering why So-ji didn’t break it out earlier instead of relying on 

Kate’s torch to shine the way. She stuffs So-ji’s pyjamas and toothbrush into her own 

pack and hangs the girl’s backpack on the signpost. Koreans are honest – in the 

morning, it’ll be there.  

 The next section is very steep. Kate looks hopefully at her companion, but 

instead of demonstrating renewed energy, So-ji appears more defeated than ever. Kate 

takes note of her own energy levels – she feels strong. Good. The night promises to be 

long. 

 They go as usual, up the boulder track, slowly. When the cold descends, Kate 

lends So-ji her own jacket. They’re startled by something in a bamboo thicket. ‘A 

bear? Is it a bear?’  

So-ji doesn’t answer, she’s lost in exhaustion. Through the tree canopy, the 

moon shines. 

 ‘Ka-ay-te! So-o-o-ji!’ 

 The call she’s been waiting for. ‘Coo-ee!’ she answers. The diary: The whole 

world should know about this useful Australian bush cry, this acknowledgement of 

being lost and found. ‘Coo-ee!’ she sends through the deciduous forest until Han-sol 

and Young-jin crash into view. 

  ‘It’s So-ji,’ she’s quick to tell them. ‘Help her.’ 

 The ‘rescue team’ has torches but no food, blankets, or First Aid, and the men 

confess they’d lost the way more than once on their way down. Han-sol also mimes 

his plight of having had no dinner. Earlier, when Kate had packed her kit on the floor 
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of the staffroom, she knew Han-sol judged her provisions as foreigner stupidity; now 

her raisins, cucumbers, cheese and almonds become their feast.  

 ‘Dessert not ice-cream,’ jokes Young-jin. ‘Dessert – song.’ He shines a torch 

under his chin to illuminate his face. ‘Only you,’ he begins.  

 ‘Elvis!’ Kate recognises.  

 ‘You light up the darkest night. Only you-oo-oo-oo-oo.’ Kate claps. The girl 

smiles weakly. Above them the starry sky. 

 Han-sol, content because his belly’s fuller, cups a hand around one ear. They 

all follow suit, leaning intently into the cool dark air – into which Han-sol releases a 

wholesome fart. This time So-ji covers her mouth and giggles for a full minute. 

 Once it’s time to move, the teenager reverts to helplessness. Slight though he 

is, Young-jin piggy-backs her. Han-sol mimes an apology to Kate – an old soccer 

injury means he is unable to carry her. She assures him that it is unnecessary; senses 

there would be something improper about him even touching her. 

 So-ji is the most difficult of all burdens – a dead weight – and Young-jin can’t 

help but bump her against the sides of boulders occasionally. She clings to him as 

stubbornly as a baby monkey. 

 The distant lights of the National Parks Shelter bob into view and Han-sol 

sends out a whoop. They’re now at a spring that flows from the fissure of a giant cold 

boulder. Kate shines her torch onto a sign: SPRING WISH GRANT YOU. Young-

jin, whose English Kate realizes is good, explains that since ancient times the spring 

has been famous as a source of vigour and fertility. As Han-sol guzzles from the 

communal plastic ladle, Kate senses a poignant moment – he and his wife are without 

children, and although he’s not the oldest son upon whom the pressure to continue the 

bloodline is intense, Han-sol is self-conscious and sad about this lack. She intuits a 

prayer for a son.  

 Young-jin accepts the ladle next. Kate knows his desires too. In a staffroom 

confidence he revealed that his girlfriend had dumped him. ‘I cannot love again.’ 

Damp, humiliated eyes. The pristine waters from the ancient shrine are supposed to 

help with this kind of dilemma too.  

 It’s Kate’s turn. She knows the Koreans pity her for being alone and divorced. 

She focuses on her two grown sons. While she spends these three months abroad, 

they’ve moved back to the family home to look after the cat and to save on rent. She 

drinks and wishes them happiness. The water’s purity is overwhelming. 

 The adult trio watches expectantly as So-ji drinks but soon it’s clear that the 

magic water does nothing for her.  

The young teacher hoists her up onto his back again and, with Han-sol 

relieving when he can, struggles heroically over the last stretch. Whenever they pause, 

the Koreans sing traditional songs and Kate does ‘The House of the Rising Sun’, the 

only song she can remember. At last – after rounding a boulder, the Shelter. 

 Kate cannot believe her eyes – it’s an enormous, well-lit, double-story 

building with a helicopter pad. I’d expected a couple of huts made of mountain stone – 

enough for the thirty of us … not this, she is ready to write later. The rather useless 

Maths teacher runs anxiously towards them with a bottle of rice wine, and So-ji faints 

dramatically at her feet. Then two men wearing National Park uniforms rush down the 

Shelter staircase to carry the teenager away. 

‘Medical room,’ Young-jin explains between gasps of exhaustion. Han-sol 
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unscrews the cap of the bottle and drinks. 

 Kate’s tired – suddenly and completely. The Maths teacher escorts her to the 

pine loft for WOMAN HIKER. What a scene it is – hundreds of sleeping Korean 

women wrapped in blankets on the floor. Like seeds in a giant seedpod, or some 

weird scientific experiment, their bodies lie, one next to the other, as if awaiting some 

miraculous awakening. After the day’s solitary walk, Kate finds their numbers 

astounding. So Jiri Mountain is riddled with walking tracks? Why had the teachers 

chosen the lonely path from Dae-song-gul? If only So-ji and I had passed one other 

human being – just one! Her colleague pushes at a slumbering student to make a small 

sleeping space for Kate. Before her eyes close (wishing for a bed; wondering about 

the distance to the next National Park Shelter), she sees two teenage girls sprint up the 

dormitory stairs giggling happily. One is So-ji. 

  

From midnight onwards, alarm clocks ring and a number of hikers in the huge hall 

dress quickly and leave for the summit. At least that’s what Kate surmises. At dawn, 

she dresses, packs, and finds a picnic bench on which to wait. From it, she watches 

successive waves of Korean hikers depart – yesterday’s lonely mountain is today 

crawling with people. Her fellow-teachers are nowhere to be seen but she recognizes 

clutches of their students heading off. Who will look after them? She sits and sits. 

Trekkers arrive, ready to spend the night there, and cook noodle meals over tiny 

butane gas stoves. She learns from an English-speaking National Park officer that it’s 

only four ‘too easy’ kilometres to Honghwanhwon the next Shelter, and that on the 

following morning, it will be ‘too easy’ to reach the summit, Chonwangbong. The 

descent, too, is easy and at the bottom of the mountain are buses that go to the city of 

Jinju; her mid-term holiday can then officially begin. 

 One-by-one the teachers emerge, looking dreadful from too much celebration 

of the rescue of So-ji and the English teacher. Kate’s in no mood for another trek in 

the dark. ‘I’m going,’ she announces, not waiting for Han-sol’s okay-okay. 

 The mid-afternoon boulder and rock path is beautiful. Up here closer to the 

peak, spring is new and pink azalea buds are bursting open and leaves are bright and 

young. It was a relief to hit my own pace, she says in her head, hoping she won’t 

forget the stuff she composed yesterday. The path ran along a saddle, dipping and 

inclining again. There were many people today – couples, small knots of elderly 

friends, school students ascending in long congenial teenage chains that were knotted 

at each end by a shepherding teacher. A teacher from one of these schools tells her 

that climbing Jiri San to start the May vacation is a Korean tradition. ‘Your school 

comes here every year,’ he tells her.  

 She treks on. Many Koreans must be having their first personal encounter with 

a foreigner because if she appears around a bend in the track too abruptly, they 

register fright. Some simply stare; others treat her as a celebrity and take her 

photograph. But most of the walk is in silence. Honghwanhwon Shelter is hers by 

nightfall. As she crumples onto a bench, a man generously hands her a bowl of 

noodles, and bows.  

 The dorm is hotter, stuffier and noisier than last night’s. People squash 

everywhere, on stairs, on landings. Although it comes here every year, Kate’s school 

hasn’t made a booking – the way they run things! – so its members are scattered 

everywhere. She winds up on a patch of pine floor between strangers. The teachers 
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straggle in with So-ji in tow. She’s managed to walk all the way but poor Young-jin is 

again exhausted, this time from carrying not only his backpack, but So-ji’s which was 

retrieved, somehow, from the signpost. Han-sol’s old knee injury is playing up. The 

pretty Maths teacher is subdued. 

 Kate feels isolated. In the crush of people, she suffers an acute attack of 

culture shock, and loses her toiletry bag and shoelaces. Sleepless, stressed, she 

decides to strike out for the summit with the other early-risers. She substitutes strips 

of green plastic for her lost shoelaces and places a don’t-worry-about-me, have-a-

happy-holiday note on the Maths teacher’s blanket. Young-jin will translate it. 

 There are many people silently striding along the mountain-top in cold, 3am 

air. Kate copies them and snaps her torch off – the moon’s light is truer. The exodus 

towards the peak is with the aim of seeing sunrise, she writes in her mind. It’s a 

tradition rarely achieved because of cloud. But when she stumbles and twists her 

ankle slightly, she tells herself to forget about the diary and to just walk. She doesn’t 

feel odd being alone because many of the shapes moving in the dark are solitary ones. 

The final ascent is steep and she scrambles over rocks. The green plastic cords which 

she’s wrapped around her boots loosen sometimes and she has to pause to re-fasten 

them, but she makes it.  

 The peak! The peak! 

 The human atmosphere is charged. A high school group from the city of 

Taegu has claimed the highest outcrop; men with tripods the most eastern edge. An 

ocean of dirty-white, pre-dawn cloud reaches as far as the eye can see. Within 

seconds, the clouds change. They are not ordinary any more, but Cloud Beings. One 

advances from the west, flowing in a powerful grey wave. A perfect cold front 

formation? Or a Dragon King? 

 The drama heightens as the Beings fly faster. Heaven is opening its gate. To 

the delight of the people, at 5.10am, official sunrise, a bright pink sliver rises. The 

puny journeymen and women from the Earth Realm urge this miracle on. The gods in 

the Heaven Realm hear them – and they make their pink sun grow from a psychedelic 

eyelash into a molten lantern. Cries of joy ring out – now it is full, whole! A pure pink 

circle of fire. The Taegu students on the crag unfurl the South Korean flag and sing 

the national anthem. The men with cameras snap their shutters tat-tat-tat. Cloud 

Beings swirl around the summit – celebratory, fast, and victorious. Kate raises her 

arms like a bird. Her heart beats fast. 

 It’s quickly bright. The now-silver sun’s impossible to glance at. Miracle over; 

time to go over the edge, and down. 

  

It’s all tangled boulders but the path to the village of Jung-san-ri (where she’s told 

there will be a bus station) is always there. Its guidance takes many forms – tell-tale 

wear on a rock face, a helpful rope, yellow tape on a tree. Again the surroundings give 

Kate bliss – the green leaves, the sparkling rock flecks, the carpet of brown conifer 

needles. It’s as divine to look back as it is to greet each new turn.  

 She is passing Bupgyesa now, a holy place since the sixth century when 

Buddhism first arrived on the Korean peninsula from far-away India via China. She 

stands a long time in front of an ancient rock pagoda in the temple grounds. It has 

survived marauding Mongols, numerous invasions by the Japanese, interest from the 

Red Army of the People’s Republic of China, and American soldiers. Before leaving, 
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Kate drinks from the temple spring. Ah. She feels as if she could live forever. She 

tightens the plastic strips on her worn boots and laughs. I look like a madwoman, too 

poor to buy laces. Have I ever been so happy? 

 Kate sits on a huge rock and eats the last of her supplies. Then down and 

down. Young men (university students? army conscripts?) who have overslept and 

missed sunrise, come galloping, calling to each other. School students chatter past in 

chaperoned caterpillars. Human traffic pours up too. It’s Saturday and workplace 

groups climb in corporate T-shirts. Kate’s knees bend reliably, hour after hour, one 

step at a time.  

 The gradient flattens. Koreans reach for their cell phones, check messages, 

make calls. Picnic grounds, a souvenir shop, the Jung-san-ri bus station. The ordinary 

world again. 

  

Back at her digs near the school, now so deserted, Kate stretches out on her bed in the 

Corpse yoga posture. Exhausted. She lies unmoving, noticing only the soft steady 

rise-and-fall of her breath. Sometimes she remembers those handsome young warriors 

galloping back down the rock steps from Heaven to Earth. Instead of the pages and 

pages she’d rehearsed, all she writes in her diary is: San = mountain. The two 

syllables of ji-ri suggest a place where the foolish become wise. Jiri San = Wise 

Mountain. 

 School resumes – and it feels like a drag, as if Jiri San is the sole reason for 

coming here. Daily she quells an impulse to return home immediately. When she is 

reunited with her sons she’ll tell them, ‘I’ve crested the wave. Stared into the future 

and seen The End. I’m over the hill, my darlings!’ They’ll laugh. She wishes she 

could spare them the rest – the cancer, the doctor’s prognosis. ‘No need for panic,’ 

she’ll say. ‘Death is natural. And I’ve decided to try some chemotherapy after all. I’m 

not frightened of anything anymore. I’m ready.’ 

 It’s with effort that she honours the last weeks of her three-month contract. 

Though she loves the students. And the teachers, Han-sol especially, that lovable 

monkey with his tricks and antics. Loves them all. And as for So-ji, whenever Kate 

encounters her she addresses her inwardly, Delightful girl! I needed you to hold me 

back. I was the stone, you the slingshot. When released, you propelled me far. A 

million blessings to you!  

 How joyful to see her chatting away in English to anyone who’ll listen. And 

still with the same devoted Fourth Year English Conversation boyfriend. 

  


